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ABSTRACT

Initial contact and trade between Europeans and the First Nations ofthe Northwest coast
created a situation in which precontact ways of life were altered, sometimes radically.

Since the ethnographrc study ofNorthwest coast societies took place some time afteithe
initial contact period, the ethnographic pattern of site use mày not be informative

regarding settlemenl patterns prior to European contact. This study attempts to examine
the extent and nature ofthe pre- to post-contact societal changes tkough ìhe analysis of

site patterning. site pattern is used as a proxy for group environmental and soóio-
political preferences in selecting habitation sites. In order fo accomplish this,

archaeological and ethnographic sites in the Toquaht First Nation region of Barkley
sound, vancouver Island, were input into a GIS and analyzed. The computer databaóe of

archaeological site locations was supplemented with topographic, hydrographic and
natural resource data derived from published maps and ethnogriphic sourcés. 

^Results 
ol

analysis seem to indicate a subtle shrft in settlement pattern fiom pre- to post-contact
periods, with post-contact settlement being located closer to key iood resources. The

exact timing ofthis shift is unclear, but may have begunjust prior to European contact.
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1. 1 Introduction

The goal of this thesis is the elucidation and analysis of settlement patterns on the

west coast of Vancouver Island, making use of spatial analytical techniques. Spatial

analysis in archaeology can be defined as the extraction of information fìom spatial

relationships and the evaluation of activities integrated over very small to very large

scales; that is, from within structures to between sites on the landscape (clarke 1977:g).

The relationships determined through the application of spatial analytical techniques can

give insight into (among others): seasonality and subsistence efforts, organization of

territory, and social relations between and within populations (parslow 1999:1). In short,

the relationships examinable through spatial analysis are all those relationships between

humans and other humans, animals, plants, and the inanimate world

The study region for this thesis is the northwestern section ofBarkley Sound, the

southernmost large sound on the western coast of Vancouver Island, which is the

traditional territory ofthe Toquaht Band ofthe Nuu-chah-nulth First Nation. This region

was chosen due to the availability of intensive and wide-ranging site survey data suitable

for evaluating basic site patterning and changes in site patterning over time.

1.2 Research Plan and Goals

The principal questions to be addressed by this thesis are:

1) To what extent does spatial analysis provide a useful description of spatial behaviour

in traditional Toquaht territory?

2) Do Nuu-chah-nulth settlement patterns in Toquaht territory change over time?



3) Ifthere is change in settlement pattern, what shifts occurred and what is the antiquity

of each pattern?

Spatial analysis of archaeological sites has historically taken one of two

directions. Analysis of smaller-scale egalitarian hunter-gatherer societies has generally

proceeded by comparing site locations to the environmental conditions present at those

points. This technique is currently used in efforts to model site locations predictively,

wbether by inductive or deductive means (see for example Dalla Bona 1993; Ebert 2002;

Kvamme 1985, 1988, 1999.172-1'73., Warren 1990; Wescott & Kuiper 2000).

Environmental predictive modelling proceeds from the beriefthat environmental

variables are the prime factor in determining site location, that is, that factors such as

shelter, vegetation type, and the presence ofwater are more likely to condition choices of

where to camp, live and work than other, less immediately tangible factors (warren 1990,

Kvamme 1988). Environmental factors are most often the ones applied to hunter_

gatherer predictive modelling.

Analyses of larger-scale stratified societies have focused on the location of sites

relative to other sites, rather than on environmental variables. This site-patterning

approach has been applied mainly to state societies in Europe, but it has also found

application in examining the settlement patterning of sites from civilizations of central

and South America, such as the Aztecs of the Basin of Mexico or the past populations of

the viru valley in Peru (Hodder & orton 1976, Ruggles and chu¡ch 1996, willey 1953).

This technique reverses the assumptions ofthe envi¡onmentally determinìstic paradigm,

and assumes that less local, less immediate factors affect site locations. These misht



include proximity to markets, size of neighbouring settlements, site catchment area, and

site intervisibility, to name just a few. Note that here, as above, local and immediate

factors are those which coincide directly with a site's location, not merelv those that are

some arbitrary "c,lose" distance away.

These two approaches to spatial analysis do not provide an adequate methodorogy

for examining societies intermediate between those that are highly complex and those

that are very egalitarian Note that the presence or lack of complexity in these cases does

not imply a more- or less evolved or perfected social life. Rather, what is being described

is a continuum from more egalitarian societies, where environmental factors have been

taken to be the prime cause of site location, to ranked and stratified societies, where

socio-political factors have been assumed to dominate over the physical environment.

Societies falling somewhere between these two poles have little to indicate whether

environmental or socio-political factors were the prime factors that infìuenced settlement

pattern.

As it is usually defined, complexity implies .,many interrelated parts,, (price &

Brown 1985:7). Increases in complexity, then, can be related to increases in

differentiation, specialization and integration ofpeople within a society, all of which

serue to multiply the number and variety of parts within a society Demographic,

ecological and social changes have been proposed as causal factors. Many explanations

emphasrze the role of highly productive environments in "permitting" complexity to arise

(Price & Brown 1985.8; Yesner l98O). Others point to economic changes in the

development of storage technology (Testart 1982; Woodburn l9g2), or changes in

mobility (Binford 1980) as factors related to increased complexity. social pressures in
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the form of circumscription and population growth are also invoked (Bender 1978). Most

recently, notions of circumscription have been redefined as 'closed, social formations,

yìelding increased complexity through the need to expand alliance networks to overcome

group territoriality (Lourandos 199'/ .28-29). These causal factors are posited to have

permitted and favoured the emergence of elites (Price & Brown 1985:16). While there is

likely no single overall causal factor favouring increased complexity in hunter-gatherer

societies, a combination of spatially- or temporally-restricted resources in the presence of

population growth and/or social circumscription, whether environmentally- or socially-

driven, seems to be the mosf common set of circumstances under which increased social

complexity has come about in the past (Lourandos 1997,Pnce & Brown l9g5. g).

On the Northwest Coast, societies took the form of complex chiefcloms, with

many features similar to those of statelevel societies such as ranked and stratified

attributes, surplus production, and control ofsurpluses to fund elite activities. However,

these complex chiefdoms were still based on a hunting and gathering adaptation (Arima

1983; Donald 1985; Drucker 1951, Matson & Coupland 1995.25-30, and see Chapter 3

below). Simply put, both environmental and socio-political factors likely played

ìmportant roles in the location of sites for all societies, no matter how simple or complex,

The archaeologist's goal is ascertaining which factors had the greatest influence at a

given location and time (Lourandos 1997:10-11).

General environmental variables such as slope, aspect, distance to water, and

vegetation are not the oniy appropriate data for analysis of site locations on the Northwest

Coast. Site locations may have been conditioned by such features as defensibility,

viewsheds or concepts of territoriality and site suitability that cannot be expressed in



environmental terms. Additionally, archaeological predictive models based solely on

environmental variables have in the past tended to lump together all site types in order to

produce sufficiently high site counts for statistical analysis, and to counteract variations

in the reliability of classificatory schemes for site types (Parker 1985:186; Kvamme

1985.213-214; Carmichael i990.218; Warren 1990:203; Warren & Asch 2000; but see

also Wescott and Kuiper 2000) While these studies have generally been predictive in

nature, this has the unfortunate effect of lumping, for example, fishing stations with lithic

procurement sites, solitary kill/butchery locations and habitation sites. In the case ofthe

Toquaht site data, this lumping would require lumping rock-walled fish traps and

culturally modified trees with more 'traditional' site types such as village sites to

generate an environmental predictive model. Thís represents a loss of information

because it removes an important source ofdata, site function, from the analysis.

Particularities of site function, for example inter-tidal frsh traps, within the Toquaht study

area make problematic traditional environmental correlates such as distance to water.

The same is true of measurements ofthe slope ofthe rock on which a pictograph is

painted. Such information will only serve to confuse the interpretation ofthese site types,

whose function is other than strictly habitation.

This study therefore proposes to treat these complex chiefrloms as others have

treated statelevel societies and to make use oftechniques ofspatial analysis to examine

and describe changes in the spatial pattern of sites to ultimately arrive at an interpretation

of site location patterns. As will be seen in Chapter 3, other studies employing spatial

anal¡ical methodologies on the Northwest Coast have done so as a means of answering

questions ofpolity formation and regionalism. The success ofthese spatial analytic



studies seems to indicate that similar techniques would be profitable at a simpler level of

analysis, that of reconstructing basic site patterning.

1 3 Outline of the thesis

Chapter two will examine the history ofresearch in spatial analysis, from its

beginnings in geography through its appropriation by antkopologists and archaeologists.

Following this, the discussion will diverge from the field as it is krown in geography to

focus primarily on developments and applications ofspatial analysis in archaeology.

Chapter three returns to the study area, first providing an overview ofthe natural

environment ofthe area This is followed by an examination ofthe culture history ofthe

area, as it is known from hstorical, ethnohistorical and ethnographic sources. Finally, a

brief overview ofprevious archaeological work on the v{est coast of vancouver lsland is

presented.

In chapter four, the data collection process for the thesis is presented. The goal is

to make collection biases present in the analyzed data set as evident as possible. This

chapter also presents the four analytical techniques that will be employed in the thesis.

These techniques will explore the interrelationships of habitation sites with their

neighbours and the surrounding resource areas. The results ofthe techniques used are

presented in chapter five.

Chapter six presents an interpretation of chapter five's results, as they relate to

settlement pattern in the traditional territories ofthe Toquaht band. Chapter seven

contains concluding remarks, including a critique ofthe methodology employed by the



study, and a consideration ofthe applicability ofthe Toquaht pattern to the wider Nuu-

chah-nulth settlement system.



Chapter 2:Spatial Analysis and Theoretical Background

2 1 DevelopuçntlorlSpat¡al r\4alyqirin Geography

"Spatial analysis" refers to the mathematical and statistical analysis of spatial data

(Robinson 1998.254). The origins of spatial analysis within geography can be traced to

the "quantitative revolution" in geography in the 1960s and l97Os, where, assisted by the

development and elaboration ofcomputers, an examination ofthe properties of spatial

data became feasible (Robinson 1998.254, Boots & Geris 1998 l0). A detailed

examination ofthe ongins and derivation ofeach technique within the geographer,s

spatial analytic toolkit is beyond the scope of this study. Examination of the

development of one body oftechniques, point-pattern analysis, is of interest in

illuminating the close parallels between the development of geographical and

archaeological methods.

The techniques ofpoint pattern analysis were initially devetoped in the biological

sciences to examine and evaluate the presence of spatial patterning caused by interactions

between living organisms, especially immobile ones such as seedlings (Boots & Getis

1988.10). The general premise behìnd these early studies was that competition between

organisms of the same or different species for the same resources would result in varying

patterns of distribution ofthese organisms (Boot & Getis 1988'10). For example, a

species competing for a scarce resource might very well be expected to demonstrate

spatial patterning such that each individual was as far from its competition as possible. In

a situation where individuals gain benefit from proimity to one another, one would

expect to find their distribution to form clusfers. Finally, in cases whe¡e no factor



affecting spatial patterning was present, the guiding assumption r,vas that a random or

nearly random pattern would result (Diggle 1983 4; Pielou 1969:119).

The result ofthese studies was a body of formulae that treated these real-world

situations mathematically. These were at least potentially applicable to other fields of

study dealing with point-based observations without major modifications. However, it

was not until the "quantitative revolution" that geographers appropriated, modified and

improved upon the various measures developed by the ecologists (Boots & Getis

1988:10-11) As these techniques were being adopted in geography, archaeologists,

particularly in North America, were being influenced by Binford's '.processual"

archaeology. The objective scientific f¡amework ofprocessual archaeology emphasized,

among other things, the testing of explicit hypotheses and an emphasis on the

environment as a source lor cultural change. The testing ofhypotheses in order to a¡rive

at explanatory generalizations and the development of computing tools to carry out

analyses on large samples promoted the development of mathematical models to explain

cultural stability and change Within this academic climate, geographical techniques

were eagerly adopted by archaeologists as additional tools to test hypotheses concerning

past human behaviour.

Over the intervening years, human geographers' and archaeologists' interests in

spatial analysis have remained quite proximate. This proximity can be seen in the close

ties between academic departments in the two disciplines, particularly in Europe.

Specifically, both groups are interested in the behaviour of humans over space, with only

the cultural foci being different: contemporary humans for the geographers and past

human groups for the archaeologists.
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2.2 Spatial Anal]¡sis in A¡chaeology

ln archaeology, spatial analysis can be defined as:

...the retrieval of information from spatial relationships and the study of
the spatial consequence of former hominid activity patterns within and
between features and structures and their articulation within sites, site
systems and their environments: the study ofthe flow and integration of
activites within and between structures, sites and resource spaces.. Spatial
archaeology deals with a set of elements and relationships. (Clarke
19'77 460)

The spatial programme in archaeology has existed, in some form, since the earliest days

ofthe academic discipline (clarke 1977,454). ln Europe, the early work ofthe Austrian

and German "antkopo-geographers" produced maps of artifact distributions and artifact

attribute distributions over space (clarke 1977.454). The map, in fact, has always been a

primary tool of archaeological reporting because, at the smallest ofscales, it provides the

simplest means of clearly showing where items in an excavation were found. This

consideration is the clearest distinction between the archaeologist and the looter of

ancient sites, who removes objects without keeping any record oftheir provenience,

The culture historical paradigm's main anal¡ical technique was to compare

artifact assemblages between sites in order to establish local sequences of cultural

succession (Trigger 1989.204). These local sequences could then be compared between

sites in a region to develop regional sequences indicating the distribution ofcultures, as

defined by their a¡tifacts, on the landscape. This type of analysis traces its history back to

Montelius' typological method (Trigger 1989: r57). one ofthe classic results of such

analysis was the regional culture-history chart. The goal in establishing such a chart was

to indicate what cultures were found in what regions at what times. once such a chart
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was available and accepted, further research involved fitting one's newly discovered site

and its assemblages into previously defined cultural "spaces" on the chart wlule not

maps per se, these charts contain an explicit spatial element, because broad regions at the

heads ofeach column are dissected by the presence or absence oftraits ofa given culture

at a given time (e.g. Trigger 1989: 171).

The regional data thus presented was still overwhelmingly chronological, fitting

the culture historical paradigm. Regions, whether general or detailed, required an

agreement as to the borders separating them, and in the majority ofcases each region was

taken as a monolithic block ofland, which either contained culture A, B, and so on, or no

people at all. Thus, Switzerland might be divided into eastern ard western sections, and

charled alongside the Rhine Basin and "Middle Danube North,' (Trigger 19g9:i71). ln

this example, a political division, a river drainage, and presumably the northem part ofa

second river drainage are all considered equal region despite the differences in their

defining terms.

Both British and American archaeological traditions inherited the ..anthropo-

geographers"' mapping tradition but proceeded in divergent courses. In each case a

particular work served to crystallize the form of subsequent interest in spatial

archaeological studies. In Britain an existing movement towards reconstructing how

settlement patterns were conditioned by landscape and geography was combined with the

mapping of artifact distributions ultimately to produce maps tracking regional- to

national-scale changes in these distributions, and hence changes in local culture. The

crystallizing event was the publication of Fox's Archaeology of the cambridge Regton in
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7922, which elaborated this technique and spawned similar studies through the pre-war

period (Clarke 197'7 .454-455)

The emphasis on settlement pattern in North America was directed more towards

anthropology than geography, with Steward's work on settlement pattern in the American

Southwest. This work stimulated Willey's Viru Valley survey and publication (1953),

whrch was the crystallizing event for spatial analysis in American archaeology.

However, subsequent studies building on Steward's and Willey's work tended to focus

primarily on economics and ecology, with spatial patterning being a means to these ends,

rather than an end in itself (Clarke 197'7.455, Trigger 1989:280,282). In retrospect this

ecological focus was unfortunate because Willey himself was fully aware that, while

ecological factors influence settlement pattern, the influence of social and cultural factors

should not be discounted (Willey 1953;l)

2.3 Theoretical Backsround ofthe Research

The main theoretical underpinning ofthis study is a recogmtion that social and

cultural factors are of great importance in influencing the decision of where to live, even

among the most egalitarian of societies.

This study takes the point of view that groups ofindividuals are constantly

involved in negotiating their relations with other, neighbouring groups. This point of

view is based on two theoretical perspectives. First, each indivìdual within the group

possesses a habins, ". .the durably installed generative principle ofregulated

improvisations .." (Bourdieu 19'77.78,87) The hahints conditions the actions ofthe

individual in reacting to situations he or she experiences; they determine what actions are
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considered feasible and appropriate in response to a situation (Bourdieu 1977.79) The

sum of the hafulases being reproduced yields a group habilus whtch in turn influences the

individual's habitus, restntcturing it through time (Bourdieu 19'77.87). For example, the

habiÍus acquireá in early childhood conditions the child's experience at school, which

modifies the original habitus, which then affects how later experiences are met, and so on

(Bourdieu 1977.87). Since individual habintse,s will diverge from each other due to

unique structuring experiences within that person's life, the group habitus \s the

"generative principle of improvisations" that remain common to the group (Bourdieu

19'77.8I). The group habihts offers collective suggestions as to how to improvise a livíng

both in economic terms and in terms of dealing with humans inside and outside the

immediate social group, the application of which produces a group practice. This group

practice, then, is what is translated into the archaeological record at the level ofthe

archaeological site, and, to a lesser extent, at the level of resource extraction locations.

Second, it has been suggested that the integration oflarger and larger numbers of

people within a society requires the elaboration of structures above the level ofthe

individual in order to efficiently process information (Ames 1981; Johnson 1982). Thus,

for example, family spokespersons may reach decisions within their families, then

negotiate these decisions with the spokespeople of other families to reach a group

consensus. ln the present study, therefore, it seems reasonable to treat a group as if it

were an individual because the available data from the study region does not at present

permit us to perceive the actions of individuals in the archaeological past.

In the Northwest Coast case, local group membership may vary and fluctuate as

people and families enter and leave. For example, a popular and successful chief may
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acquire new followers, or an ineffective one may find his followers abandoning him in

favour ofleaders that can better provide for their needs. Despite this changrng

membership, the local group persists, and can be treated as an individual actor

negotiating its place among other local group "individuals".

Local group choice ofhabitation site can be seen as a result ofthe local group

negotiating its place within the social and environmental space. The habitation site then

becomes an artifact, the distribution of which on the landscape is amenable to study, just

as the distribution of tools within a site is amenable to study. And, just as the distribution

oftools in a site can imply certain patterns of social activity, from activity areas to social

ranking and beyond, the distribution of sites implies patterned cultural action, or practice,

that arises from the collective actions ofgroups, not the individuals that make them up

The post-contact Nuu-chah-nulth situation almost everywhere along the coast was

one oflocal groups coalescing to form regional bands. On one level, this represents a

further elaboration ofAmes' (1981) Johnson's (1982) schemes of successive integrating

structures to more effectively process information. The regional bands here can be seen

as representing a response to increased economic and social stresses by bringing many

people together under an integrating structure . This woul d take the form of the

ethnographically-known Nuu-chah-nulth bands, where lineage heads from one village

acted cooperatively to engage in trading and resource extraction activities.

This study, then" will present interpretations ofhuman activíty at the level ofthe

local co-residential group, within an interpretive archaeological fÌamework. The focus

on society rather than abstract "culture" derives from the British archaeological tradition.

This essentially Marxist traditìon runs fÌom V. Gordon Childe through to the work of
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colin Renfrew and Ian Hodder (Trigger 1995.313). In doing so it accommodates both

processual and post-processual points of view, in contfast to the North American tradition

of empirical science where the abstract "culture" is the focus, and a dichotomy is drawn

between science and history. This approach permits an overtly scientific and

mathematical methodology, in this case spatial analysis, to coexist with a social

perspective,inthiscasethediscoveryandanalysisofgrouppracticeandelementsofits

underlying hahinrs.
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Chapter 3. The Study Region: Natural and Cultural Environments, and History of

Archaeological Research

3. 1 Natural Environment

3 1.1 TopograBby

The West Coast of Vancouver Island shares common physiographic, climatic,

faunal and floral traits with the rest of the coast of British Columbia. The core landform

of Vancouver Island is the westernmost range ofthe Coastal mountains, separated fiom

the mainiand by the Straits of Juan de Fuca and Georgia (Fig.3.1). On Vancouver Island,

as on the mainland, much of the coastline comprises mountains that run right down to the

water's edge. This has the effect ofcreating a coastline where occasional wave-beaten

beaches break the mountains on the outer coast" and deep lords and inlets dotted with

islands provide some shelter {ìom winter storms

Barkley Sound is the southernmost large sound on Vancouver Island's West

Coast (Fig. 3.3) The Sound's topography follows the norm for the island, with the

Estevan Coastal Plain extending out from the mountains ofthe Vancouver Island Range.

The interaction ofthe Estevan Coastal Plain with the adjacent Fjordland produces a coast

that altemates between wind- and wave-swept beaches on the outer coastal areas, cut by

deep sounds extending into the center ofthe island, which are themselves headed by thin

fords or inlets that slice even further in between the mountains. In the case of Barkley

Sound, Alberni Inlet, the longest fiord by far, extends across the center ofthe island with

only a single range of mountains separating its head from the Strait of Georgia to the east.
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3. L2. Ecolosical Zones

Various authors present varying numbers ofecological zones for the West Coast

region. Turner identifies three biogeoclimatic zones in Barkley Sound. These are the

Coastal Western Hemlock Zone, extending from the shore up to almost 1000 m in

elevation, the Mountain Hemlock Zone above that to the limit of the treeìne, and the

Alpine Tundra Zone extending above the tree-line to the limits of permanent ice and

snow (Turner 1995.5). A¡ima and Dewhirst identify only one, the Coastal Western

Hemlock Zone, and divide it into wetter and drier subzones. The drier subzone is present

mainJy at the head ofAlberni inlet and on the leeward side ofthe adjoining mountains

(1990:394). The wetter subzone is present everywhere else on the outer coasts and

sounds of vancouver Island (Arima & Dewhirst 1990 394). Haggarty (1982) identifres

five ecological zones, ranging Íìom the deep forest through river-margin habitats, down

to sheltered, semi-sheltered and exposed coastal habitats. The habitation sites ofthe

Nuu-chah-nulth as they are presently known, are located firmÌy within the Coastal

Western Hemlock Zone, according to all authors a zone of mild winters (January mean -4

to 5 "C) and cool summers (July mean 13-18.C) Precipitation in the Coastal Westem

Hemlock Zone ranges fiom I ó5-665 centimeters per year, depending largely on

proximity to the mountains.

3 . 1 .3. Flora and Fauna

The flora and fauna ofBarkley Sound, as elsewhere in coastal Bntish Columbia,

is made rich by both the abundant rainfall and the upwelling of offshore currents. The

rain brings the requisite moisture for lush plant growth, and the upwelling brings
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nutrients to the surface to sustain an abundant maritime biotic community. The very high

yearly rainfalls have produced a deep, dark forest of coniferous trees virtually impassible

in parts due to the tangled underbrush and rotting logs that litter its floor (Arima 19g3. 1;

Drucker 1951:9; Sproat 1987:155; Turner 1995:5). This forest contains mainly Douglas

fir, western hemlock, western red cedar, Pacific silver fir, Sitka spruce, lodgepole pine,

western white pine, and red and yellow cedar (Arima & Dewhirst 1990.394).

A multitude offloral species were utilized to some extent by the Nuu-chah-nulth,

as almost every plant had some utility, e.g. building materials, food, medicine, or even

clothing (Turner & Efrat 1982) Within the range ofplants utilized, however, certain

species stand out as particularly important. Among the various trees present, cedar, and

especially Western Red Cedar (Ihula plicata) was the most important species for all

coastal groups. The cedar's soft wood made it easy to work, and its resistance to decay in

the wet coastal environment made it ideal for everything from houses to canoes to

clothing to rope (Turner & Enrat 1982.36-7). other important trees included the Red

Aider, Western Hemlock, Yellow Cedar, and Sitka Spruce (Turner & Efrat 1982 18).

Certain trees were recognized as having the best characteristics for a particular

application, e. g Douglas-fir bark was said to be the best all-purpose fuel (Turner & Efrat

1982.18) Despite this, other trees or plant materials could and would be used ifthe ideal

species was not available, as can be seen in the multiple mentions of similar uses for

different species (Turner &. Efrat 1982.41-44).

Another major class ofplants used by the Nuu-chah-nulth were the various berries

and roots that grow in the region. chief among these were th e salal (Gautheria shallon)

and salmonberry (Rubtts spectabills), but a myriad ofother berries were harvested and
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consumed as they ripened through the summe¡ and fall (Turner 1995.77;126,Tumer &

Efrat 1982.17). Roots were harvested, usually in the fall (Turner & Efrat 19g2.17), but

they seem to have held less importance than berries in the Nuu-chah-nulth diet. The roots

harvested did not include the root of the blue Camas (Camassia quamaså), which was

apparently introduced to the area in the nineteenth century (Turner & F;frat 1992..54).

Prior to this the Nuu-chah-nulth may have traded with the Salish to obtain the root, as

Jewitt reports consuming some during hrs stay in Nootka Sound (Jewitt 1974).

Considerably more is known about the exploitation of animal species by the Nuu_

chah-nulth and other Northwest coast inhabitants. This is a reflection both of better

preservation ofbone versus plant remains in the archaeological record and ofthe focus on

hunting ofmuch previous archaeological research. For example, a recent survey of

archaeological research on the Northwest coast devoted three pages to faunal resources,

but only one paragraph to floral resources (Matson & Coupland IggS..ZI-24).

The most important animal species exploited ethnographically by the Nuu_chah_

nulth were salmon (Oncorhunchus sp.), halibut (Hippogtossus stenolepis), cod (Gadus

macrocephalus), herring (clupea harengts), other flatfish, rockfish, various seals and sea

lions, and whales, particularly gray whales (Eschrichtitts roånsfrs) (Drucker 1951.9;

Matson & coupland 1995.21-24) Salmon were available during the late summer and fall

during their spawning runs. Herring were exploited chiefly in the spring during their

spawrung season, and their spawn was considered a delicacy (Arima 19g3:25_2ó).

whales were taken in the summer, during their annual migration up the coast (Arima

1983:38). various waterfowl were also hunted, particularþ during the spring migration

(Arima 1983:26)
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In contrast to these seasonal foods, halibut, rockfish, cod, seals and sea lions

could be taken throughout the year (Arima 1983) The other year-round foods were a

variety of shellfìsh, including mussels, clams, whelks, barnacles, and cockles (Matson &

Coupland 1995.23-24). Land mammals were present, particularly elk, deer, black bear,

and wolves; however, they do not seem to have been exploited to the same extent as sea

animal resources (Arima 1983.12; Drucker 1951:9).

3.2. Cultural Settinq

The present-day inhabitants ofthe West Coast (Figure 3 2) are the nations ofthe

Nuu-chah-nulth, a term which translates roughly as "all along the mountains',. Closely

related both linguistically and culturally are the Ditidaht, who inhabit the West Coast

immediately south ofthe Nuu-chah-nulth area, and the Makah, located around Cape

Flattery in Washington State, across the Strait of Juan de Fuca. The Nuu-chah-nulth are

those people formerly known as the Nootka, a name given them by Captain James Cook,

who seems to have misunderstood words of welcome and navigational instructions for

the name of the people and their lands (Arima 1983:v, Mozino 1970.67)

At the time ofcontact, European traders met and described a people who lived in

a structured society made up ofthree distinct classes: chiefs, commoners and slaves. The

presence of chiefs did not confuse the Europeans, who were accustomed to dealing with

chiefdoms in many islands of the Pacific. The Nuu-chah-nulth customs of ownership, in

which ever¡hing contained within the bounds of a local group's domain was considered

to be exclusively owned by one or another chrefly lineage, caused considerable surprise



Figure 3.2: The West Coast region of Vancouver Island (Monks et al.2001)
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and aggravation to the Europeans, who themselves considered the land to be unoccupied.

unused, and therefore unowned by the Nuu-chah-nutth (Inglis & Haggarty 2000.96,

Sproat 1987:7-9).

The Nuu-chah-nulth quickly earned a reputation as shrewd traders, and it was the

exchange of some sea otter pelts for objects of metal that would ultimately lead to

dramatic and permanent changes for the people ofthe coast (Gibson 1992.268-27 B). Ihe

sea otter pelts, sold in Canton, brought profits far in excess ofthe minimal outlay

required to purchase them, and European and American traders, quick on the heels of

easy money, brought and dumped vast quantities not only of raw metal but also cloth,

metal goods and fìrearms into Nuu-chah-nulth society (Gibson 1992:3 I 1, Table 2)

Conflict among the Nuu-chah-nulth took on a more lethal nature after the

acquisition of firearms. Evidence ofconflict on the Northwest coast exists since about

3000 BP based on findings from Prince Rupert Harbour (Moss & Erlandson 1992:73). In

the West Coast area, there is evidence for an increase in conflict after about 1200 Bp,

with the occupation of village sites adjoining defensive locations (McMillan 1999: 151).

Subsequent to European contact, firearms, along with the introduction ofvenereal and

other European diseases, amplified the effects ofintergroup conflict along the coast,

resulting in accelerated population loss and cultural disruption (Boyd 1990. 136, St. Claire

1991:1). Only a few local groups ofthe Nuu-chah-nulth managed to survive as distinct

entities the twin spectres ofdisease and warfare. It is estimated that more than 25,000

Nuu-chah-nulth inhabited the region prior to European contact, but by the end ofthe

nineteenth century these numbers had declined to around 3,000, roughly an 85 percent

decrease (Arima & Dewhirst 1990:408).



Losses due to war and disease did not strike every local group equally Faced

with dwindling populations, a group close to an¡ihilation by disease or enemies could,

and usually did, seek refuge with neighbouring groups (Arima 1983:i l6- 117, Sapir &

Swadesh 1978b.414,416,417,427). Tbts form of alliance, if it persisted for a long

period, typically resulted in the allied groups coalescing into a single larger unit, often

preserving the original local group designations in the ranking ofthe group's chiefly

lineages (St.Claire 1991:50-52). In this way, the multitude of small local groups present

on the coast around the time ofEuropean contact amalgamated over time into the fifteen

presently recognized Nuu-chah-nulth groups.

Jose Mariano Moziño, writing in 1792, seems to have observed the operation of

seasonal movements ofpeople from one village to another in order to collect seasonally-

available resources such as salmon (Moziño 1970'.40) Thrs pattern of seasonal

movement, noted in many regions of the Northwest Coast by fur traders, merchants and

explorers, was later enshrined in the ethnographic work of Philip Drucker ( 1951).

Drucker himself was careful to point out the limitations of his 1935-1936

fieldwork, and specifically the perils of extending recollections Íìom the twentieth

century back 150 years or more into precontact times (Drucker 1951: 15). Nevertheless,

hrs informants' recollections about seasonal shifts in residence entered into the

conventional wisdom of Northwest Coast culture history. This conventional wisdom

holds that most, ifnot all, ofthe First Nations moved seasonally to collect and store

resources duríng periods oflocalized abundance (Ames & Maschrer 1999. 120; Arima

1983:11, 24,47;Matson & Coupland 1995.1t4-115; Mitchell 1990.355-356), and rhar

this behaviour extended into the archaeological past.
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3.3. Archaeological Background

3.3. 1. History of A¡chaeological Research on Western Vancouver Island

1966 marks the beginnings of academic archaeology on the West Coast, with the

excavation ofthe large village site of Yuquot in Nootka Sound. In this same year,

excavation at the wet site of ozette on the olympic Peninsula of washington State began

a major period ofresearch relating to the Makah, a group closely related both in culture

and language to the Nuu-chah-nulth.

The Yuquot excavation revealed a large shelt midden over 5.5m deep with

radiocarbon dates spanning a period Íìom c 4200 BP through to the present. yuquot was,

in fact, the summer vilìage that cook's expedition reached and contacted, and it was later

the site ofa Spanish fortification before being reclaimed by the Nuu-chah-nulth

(McMillan 1999 187; Pethick 1980:26, 210). The archaeological sequence from yuquot

suggests a considerable degree of cultural continuity on the west coast, with all the tool

types fiom the earliest levels being present through the most recent ones (Dewhirst

1980:336). Technological changes are confned to improvements and modifications of

existing technology, for example the substitution oftoggling harpoon heads for earlier

barbed heads. Regarding seasonal use of the site, analysis is incomplete (McMillan

1999.56) but seems to indicate spring to fall occupation fiom at least 3000 Bp until the

present, and definite evidence for year-round occupation by 12008p and into the Historic

Period (Dewhirst 1980).

The second large archaeological research project on the West Coast \ /as the

Hesquiat Harbour Project, started in 1971 with the eventual intention oflocating and

recording all archaeological sites within the traditional lands ofthe Hesquiat First Nation
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(Haggarty i982: 17-18). Test excavations were conducted at ten sites, with extensive

excavations at four ofthese, including the site ofthe major Hesquiat ethnographic village

(Haggarty 1982.29) Artifacts uncovered at these sites conesponded with those artifacts

of a similar age found at Yuquot and other Nootka Sound Sites (Haggarty 1982). Faunal

evidence f¡om Hesquiat indicates that at the earliest dated location (18008p), all local

resources \ /ere being exploited. By 12008P this early pattern of wide-ranging resource

exploitation had changed to a pattern of exploitation ofresources local to each site,

suggesting the presence ofautonomous local groups living at each site year-round

(Haggarty 1982: 181, 191).

The results from these excavation projects formed the basis for Mitchell,s (1990)

synthesis of a broad West Coast Culture Type spanning the period 4200Bp to contact.

The basis for this formulation was the evidence for continuity of site use, especially in the

case of Yuquot, with little change in artifact distributions or use of resources (Mitchell

1994.351). While this scheme has been criticized as serving to conceal likely reaì

changes in Nuu-chah-nulth culture prior to contact (McMillan 1999:45, Ma¡shall

1993.39), it remains the case that artifact assemblages from the West Coast have

generally been lacking in many diagnostic artifact types, such as projectile points, from

which changíng cultural affiliations may be implied. Work at waterlogged sites such as

ozette and Hoko River may indicate that it was in the realm ofperishable artifacts that

cultural alììliations on the west coast found their greatest expression, and so will remain

elusive to the excavator of more typical sites (Croes 1989).

The third major excavation project on the West Coast was the Shoemaker Bay

dig, conducted in 1973-74, with a subsequent site suwey conducted in 1975 (McMillan &
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St. Claire 1982: 1). This site, located ar the very head of Alberni Inlet, is in closer

proximity to the Gulf of Georgia than to other West Coast sites, with only a single range

of mountains separating it fromthe Strait ofGeorgia. The artifact assemblage reveals

similarly close links with sites in the Gulf of Georgia, with assemblages that are similar,

but not identical to Gulf of Georgia assemblages of the same age (McMillan & St. Claire

1982.147-149). Here again, faunal remains suggest at least spring to fall occupation

during the earlier component ofthe site, and definite year-round occupation during the

later component, with the site falling out ofuse around l000Bp (Calvert & Crockford

1982.195-196; McMillan & St. Claire 1982.128). The overall picture is thar of a

technology owing much to the cultures ofthe Strait of Georgia, but with clear economic

ties to Barkley Sound and the West Coast of Vancouver Island (McMillan & St. Claire

1982.r28)

3.3.2. The Toquaht Archaeolosical Projecr

The survey associated \ryith the Shoemaker Bay excavations was the first overall

survey ofBarkley Sound and Alberni Inlet. Later, more regionally bounded survey work

has discovered sites that were missed by this first effort. The Toquaht Archaeological

Project (TAP), conducted between 1991 and 1996 by McMillan and St. Claire, focused

on the region claimed by the present-day Toquaht Nation. This area includes the

northwestern end ofBarkley Sound from the rock in Ucluelet lnlet that forms the

traditional boundary with the Ucluelet to the southeastern point ofToquart Bay

(McMillan and St. Claire 1993 .2,26). Minor offshore islands were also included in this

survey. One hundred percent ofthis tenitory was intensively surveyed between l99I and
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1994. Thís suwey was conducted by boat, with small crews being put ashore to do

walking survey ofaccessible areas. Soil probes were used, rocky areas were investigated

for burials, rock art and defensive sites, and intertidal features such as fish traps and

canoe skids were noted (McMillan & St. Claire 1993.26) This more focused suwey with

better onshore coverage increased the number of known sites from 9 to 5l (McMillan and

St. Claire 1993.29).

The TAP study area (Fig. 3.1) consists ofthe northwestern segment of Barkley

Sound, running ûom near the mouth of Ucluelet Inlet to Lyall Point across Macoah

Passage. It includes Toquart Bay, Pipestem Inlet and Mayne Bay, as well as the Stopper

and George Fraser Islands and other small islands contained within a line drawn from

Lyall Point through Hankrn Island. The George Fraser Islands offthe shores ofthe outer

coast are also included (McMillan & St. Claire 1993 l)). This represents the area

traditionally held by the Toquaht First Nation.

The Toquaht Archaeological Project also excavated three deep midden sites, i.e.,

the villages of Macoah, T'ukw'aa and Ch'uumat'a (McMillan 1999.63-iO). Excavations

at Macoah revealed midden deposits with basal radiocarbon dates that suggest initial

occupation began roughly 2000 BP (McMillan 1999 65-6,74). Intensive occupation did

not occur until much later, possibly as late as around 600 BP (McMillan 1999.65-6,74)

T'ukw'aa is the site from which the Toquaht Nation takes its name, "people of

T'ukw'aa". While occupation at contact was sparse and sporadic, the extent olthe

deposits suggests a long and much more extensive occupation in precontact times

(McMillan 1999 67-8). This site included both a typical habitation area and also a steep-

sided promontory topped with occupation debris, suggesting it was used as a defensive
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location (McMillan 1999.68). Radiocarbon dates indicate the site was first used 1200

years ago, although the refuge was only used from 800 BP on (McMillan 1999.69).

Ch'uumat'a is visible on the surface as a large shell midden just east of T'ukw'aa

(McMillan 1999'69). stream curting and soil probing into the forest behind of the visible

midden revealed extended deposits as much as 4m deep (McMillan 1999.71). Extensive

excavation retu¡ned basal dates ofaround 2500 BP for the front area (towards the beach),

and as early as 4000 BP for the rear area ofthe midden. This places Ch,uumat'a, along

with the Yuquot site far to the north, as one of the only two western Vancouver Island

sites to have a continuous record ofuse over the last four thousand years (McMillan

1999.-11). Radiocarbon dates for the upper layers ofthe site indicate abandonment ofthe

back part ofthe site around 7008P, the portion towards the beach having been occupied

at least into the early Historic Period (McMillan 1999.71).

3.3,3. Other Research

In 1990-1991, a team from Arcas Consulting Archaeologists excavated a buried

midden from the site of Little Beach (DfSj I00), near the tip of Ucluth peninsula. This

midden returned several burials, as well as artifacts similar to those from the lowest

component at Shoemaker Bay (Arcas Consulting Archaeologists 1991) Radiocarbon

dating indicates the site was in use from roughly 4000 to 3000 Bp, which is

contemporary with shoemaker Bay (McMillan 1999.is). The assemblages of both Little

Beach and Shoemaker Bay, along with the lowest levels of Ch'uumat'aa, show links with

the Locamo Beach culture of Georgia Strait rather than with the contemporary West

Coast culture type found at Yuquot.
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An important body of grey literature exists for the West Coast, and it must be

acknowledged. This grey literature ofsurvey and site reports frequently owes its

existence to the efforts offorestry companies operating in the region to meet their

environmental impact assessment requirements under the Canadian Environmental

Assessment Act (CEAA) (Canada 1992). This body ofreports is arguably the main

reason that culturally-modifred trees (CMTs) are a fast-growing class of sites (McMillan

1999.48), being the class of site most likely to be found irfand and within a logging

block.

Recently, McMillan and St. Claire have begun survey and excavation work in the

territory ofthe Tseshaht, neighbours ofthe Toquaht located primarily in the Broken

Group islands of Barkley Sound. While analysis and publications are still underway,

excavation ofat least one site on a raised beach terrace has produced a radiocarbon date

of c 5000 BP, making this the oldest known site within the Nuu-chah-nulth area (G.

Monks 2001.pers. comm.)

3,3.4. Spatial anal)¡sis research on Western Vancouver Island

Analysis of site suwey data on the West Coast has to date been limited to two

instances. This is unfortunate, because site survey both by academic and consulting

professionals has been an important component of West Coast archaeology since its

beginnings in 1966. The first such study is Yvonne Marshall's (1993) examination of the

distribution of sites in and around Nootka Sound in order to evaluate and track polity

formation of the Mowachaht and Muchalat local groups. Sites surveyed in Nootka Sound

and its associated inlets and outer coast were classified and analvzed to understand the
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archaeological antecedents to the political situation observed by European sailors and

recorded in oral histories of the Mowachaht and Muchalat peoples (Marshall lgg3 23-

Marshall finds Mitchell's (1990) synthesis of West Coast culture history to be

reductionist in nature. First, its tone gives the impression that Nuu-chah-nulth culture

history has been static, whereas there has been change ofa gradual nature (Marshall

199339). Second, evidence from waterlogged sites such as Ozette and Hoko River

shows that the surviving stone artifacts are an extremely minor portion of Nuu-chah-nulth

material culture, and that cultural change is better tracked through changes in perishable

technology (Marshall 1993:39). Finally, Mitchell's synthesis focuses exclusively on

artifacts, and does not make any attempt to evaluate settlement patterning, and potential

changes that may have taken place over the past 5000 years and more (Marshall

1993:39).

Marshall evaluates settlement pattern in terms of site size and surface features.

Larger site size and number and size ofsurface features were taken as indicators of

increasing levels ofsocial integration and complexity ofpoliticat arrangements (i993:99,

107). In the absence of more than two dated sites within her survey area, she confines

her analysis to the timeframe of 15008P - 4008p, based on the expansion of settlements

in neighbouring Hesquiaht territory during this period (Marshall 1993'39). Shefindsa

preponderance of intermediate size sites within her study area, that are structured; that is,

they have at least one feature visible on the suface, such as a house depression or

evidence ofterracing (Marshall 1993:10?-108) Offshore islands tend to have the

smallest, simplest sites, inlets tend to be dominated by small and medium sites, and the
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outer coasts have a high percentage of large, highly structured sites (Marshall 1993: l3 i-

132). The very largest and most structured of sites invariably lie on the outer coasts, at

the juncture of coast and sound (Marshalt 1993 132).

Marshall suggests, on the basis ofthese distributions and in conjunction with oral

histories, that three settlement patterns existed prior to European contact on the West

Coast First, a dispersed pattern of small, probably potitically autonomous settlements

existed, particularly in eastern Nootka Sound and also in Barkley Sound within the

boundaries ofPacific Rim Park. Second, a clustered pattern oflarger, more numerous

structured settlements with one single, large site was present in Nootka Sound, which

Marshall identifies with the ethnographic MowachahtMuchalat confederacy headed by

chiefs such as Maquinna and callicum (Marshall 1993.134). This confederacy involved

the negotiation and reinforcement of rank privileges held by the various powerful chiefs

ofNootka Sound, and was opposed by other powerful chiefs ofthe Sound who were not

members of the polity. Due to these pressures, no chiefly member of the confederacy had

absolute control over the others. Marshall draws on European explorers' observations to

argue that in fact the various confederated chiefs acted in concert to support each other

and divide up tasks such as diplomacy, trade with European ships, and ..holding down the

fort" in villages while other chiefs were away (Marshall 1993:212, 215).

The third pattern of settlement is a centralized one associated with the polity of

Chief Wickanninish of Clayoquot Sound. Here, Marshall finds a pattern of many small,

dispersed and unstructured settlements surrounding three sites in the very Large category

(Marshall 1993 I35). She compares the more arm's-lenglh trading behaviour of

\{ickanninish to that of the Nootka Sound chiefs to suggest that power in Clayoquot
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Sound, unlike Nootka Sound, was centralized in the hands ofa single chiefly lineage

(Marshall 1993:135)

What Marshall's analysis does not do is examine the context of individual sites,

either with respect to neighbouring habitation sites, or other neighbouring features,

including other classes of archaeological sites such as fish traps or modified trees.

Additionally, the patterning of sites on the landscape is not examined, except in the

crudest fashion, by comparing the proportions ofdifferent site types between different

regions ofthe coast.

Quentin Mackie's work also makes use of habitation site data from Vancouver

Island, but Location/Allocation techniques are applied to attempt to find optimum

centralized points along the coast as proxies for centers ofinfluence (Mackie 1998:l l9).

while a complete discussion of Locatior/Allocation analysis is beyond the scope ofthis

thesis, the technique permits Mackie to find which archaeologically-known habitation

sites minimize travel distances between neighbouring points and thus could serve as

central points on the network of sites (Mackie 1999.125) This tecbnique is fiequently

used in urban planning situations for similar purposes, such as the siting offire stations to

minimize emergeÍcy response times to all points on the street-grid network. The benefit

of Mackie's analysis is that he tries to analyze the patterning ofsites, going beyond

examination of local environmental variables by considering how sites interrelate within

their landscape or seascape.

Mackie (1998:130) presents solutions to his Locatior/Allocation problem for a

number N of network centre nodes ffom 1 to 25. Interestingly, his solutions for n=5 to

n:9 are suggestive of known political relationships on the West Coast known from
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ethnohistorical and ethnographic accounts (Mackie 1998:165-169; see also Drucker

1951222-247; Sapir & Swadesh i978b)

Wlule they are suggestive ofknown political relationships, these solutions do not

account for centers ofinfluence beyond suggesting that each Sound along the West Coast

represented a potential power base. Examining results confined strictly to Barkley Sound

reveals at most two nodes in this Sound for any given solution (Mackie 1998. 170). These

two nodes are located outside ofToquaht territory, with one located in the Broken Group

Islands, and the other in Huu-ay-aht territory in the southeast ofthe Sound (Mackie

1998:170). The presence of only two nodes within Barkley Sound is at odds with the

extensive ethnohistorical evidence that there existed five independent groups within the

Sound and Inlet during the early nineteenth century, each of which was, at times, capable

of dominating its neighbours (Sapir & Swadesh t978b.413-440).

The finding tbat each sound is a potential host to a node o¡ nodes may be an

artifact ofthe network analysis procedures, because every site is linked to its neighbours

by direct travel routes Habitation sites represent nodes on the network; hence, any travel

past a site necessarily includes that site as a stopping point on the trip. As a result,

sounds have more potential interconnections than the outer coasts, because oftheir less-

linear nature, and so tend to be the locations where network centres cluster (Mackie

1998:164). The presence of spurious nodes in regions of lugh interconnectedness is

noted by Mackie in hrs discussion ofthe unexpected statistically significant results he

obtained for n:1, which he attributes to the presence of large sites in the centrally located

Clayoquot sound (Mackie 1998. I41).
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Finally, both Marshall's and Mackie's analyses make use exclusively of

habitation sites, that is to say shell midden sites as the basis for their conclusions

Habitation sites are currently the most plentiful site type on the West Coast, although

they are rapidly being overtaken by tree resource areas and culturally-modified trees

(McMillan i999:48). There are many other site types present and known on the West

Coast, most of which have objectively known functions (Inglis & Haggarty 1986;

McMillan & St. Claire 1982.27 -32, 1993.29-19). Since information on site function is

available, it rs worth examining in order to evaluate its effect on settlement location, as

well as in evaluating whether and in what manner the different site classes associate

themselves on the landscape.

3.4 Other Background lnlormation

3.4. l. Alternative Views on Nuu-chah-nulth Settlement Patterns

The seasonal movement model of Northwest Coast settlement pattern is not

without its detrâctors. In several regional surveys the conventional wisdom has been

questioned, especially in light ofevidence from faunal analysis. In the case ofthe

Hesquiat Project, the earliest components of site DiSo 9, dating to roughly 1800 Bp,

indicate that access to all the harbour's resources were accessible ard utilized. The use of

all the resources present in the harbour implies a lack of settlement mobility at this early

stage (McMillan 1999.61) Subsequent phases of occupation seem to indicate a fixed

pattern of settlement, with local groups utilizing resources from their immediate areas

(Calvert 1980). This change to the use of only nearby resources is in contrast to

Dewhirst's (1980: l5) contention for Nootka Sound that groups not practising seasonal
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movements would have undergone serious hardships. Ifserious hardships resulted from

sedentism, circumscription, and use oflocalized resources, this settlement pattern would

not be expected to arise, as it did, in Hesquiat Harbour.

The Hesquiat example suggests a settlement pattern lacking seasonal movements

starting in the distant past. In discussing more recent times, Inglis and Haggarty

(2000. 103) draw on historical documents around the period ofinitial European contact to

argue that, at least in Nootka Sound, settlement mobility was initially triggered by

European aggression and interference. This forced the temporary abandonment of

Yuquot, a prime village site, and the development of an alternate economic pattem. This

pattern was one where trading opportunities with the Europeans were monopolized

during the summer months, and food was procured during the "off season,' (Inglis &

Haggarty 2000: 103). In Barkley Sound proper, the ethnographically-recorded ancestral

territories of some local groups are constrained to the extent that seasonal movements

were unnecessary to gâin access to alternate resource areas (St. Claire 199L39,46) The

original local groups are those that later amalgamated to form the five present-day

recognized bands, a process that st claire suggests triggered the adoption of seasonal

movements (St.Ctaire 199 1 : 82-83).

3.4.2 The Toquaht

This study discusses the Toquaht within an archaeological context. This

discussion requires distinguishing the present-day Toquaht from, first, the pre-contact

Toquaht polity, and second, ÍÌom the local group known as the T,ukw,aaTath which

eventually gave its name to the amalgamated potity. The present-day Toquaht are the
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end product of more than two centuries ofpolitical action, conflict, disease, colonialism,

cultural disruption and economic transformation, carried out in interactions with both

neighbouring Nuu-chah-nulth groups and with the newly-arrived Europeans. In the

interests of clarity, this study will use Randy Bouchard's transliteration (T'ukw'aaTath)

to indicate the local group that inhabited the site of T'ukw'aa (DfSj-23), and the

government-registered band name (Toquaht) to refer to the amalgamated polity that was

directly ancestral to the present-day Toquaht Nation

The T'ukw'aa'7ath seem to have held a dominant position in western Barkley

Sound prior to European contact. Sproat (1987:18) wrote that the Toquaht were

considered to be ancestral to all the other Barkley Sound tribes. At the time ofhis writing

in 1868 the Toquaht were already the amalgamation ofseveral local groups. This

position is echoed by St. Claire, who notes the location of some Toquaht sites so as to

dominate access to the lands ofthe neighbouring Ucluelet. Coupled with an apparent

tradition ofcontrol over drift whale rights, the evidence seems to indicate a former

position of dominance by the Toquaht over at least the people living at Ucluelet Arm (St.

Claire 1 991 :53 )

The times of amalgamation ofthe seven to eleven local groups, later divisions

identified within the Toquaht polity, are unknown. The major archaeological sites within

Toquaht territory have local group names associated with them, but so do sites identified

by ethnographic informants that have no known archaeological deposits (McMillan &

St,Claire 1993.19-80; St.Claire 1991:55). Jewitt makes mention of the presence, among a

group ofvisitors, ofpeople known as "Schoo-mad-its", which could be a gloss, following

Jewitt's style, of "Ch'uumat'a7ath" (the people of Ch'uumat'a), one ofthe major
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archaeological sites in Toquaht territory. Interestingly, there is no mention ofthe

T'ukw'aa7ath. Whether Jewitt's omission indicates the presence or absence of

amalgamation ofthe inhabitants ofthese two sites is unclear.

There is good evidence that the amalgamation process that brought about the

formation ofthe Tseshaht and ucluelet, did in fact take place after European contact (st

claire 7991.45,58) with no other information available, lack ofevidence suggests that

Toquaht amalgamation may predate European contact, and this early amalgamation may

be the reason for initial Toquaht dominance over the people of Ucluelet Arm

Little information is currently available regarding the antiquity of seasonal

movements ofthe Toquaht or their immediate ancestors. Initial analysis of faunal

materials recovered ffom the sites of T'ukw'aa (DfSj 23), Ch'uumat'a (DfSi 4), and

Macoah (Dfsi 5) in Toquaht territory is suggestive of permanent settlement, with similar

but not identical representation of faunal taxa (Monks lg93 162-165) Recent research

focused on determining season of site use through the external examination ofrockfish

thoracic vertebral centra seems to confirm that, in precontact times at least, these three

major local group sites were occupied year-round (Streeter 2002).

3.4.3. Implications for Spatial Analysis

Two changes in subsistence strategy, and hence settlement pattern, have been

posited as taking place among the Nuu-chah-nulth. The first is a shift from a central

place settlement pattern, with few or no constraints to resource acquisition ûom the

presence ofneighbours, to a "filled environment", where only resources local to a site

were exploitable due to circumscription by neighbouring groups. This shift is
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represented by Haggarty's model for Hesquiat Harbour. The second is the shift from this

pattern ofconstrained resource availability to seasonal movements to access multiple

niches, with local groups now part oflarger polities claiming access to much larger

teritories. This shft is represented by Inglis and Haggarty's model for postcontact

changes in settlement pattern in Nootka Sound.

The extent and degree to which settlement patterns in the TAp study area were

disrupted around the time of contact is unknown. This is the purpose of separating sites

known archaeologically from sites known ethnographically. if exlensive disruptions to

Toquaht society took place during or after European contact, they should appear as

changes in the patterning ofsites or the criteria applied in each data set in selecting a site

for use. If, on the other hand, amalgamation oflocal groups under the name

T'ukw'aaTath took place prior to European contact, and the polity stayed stable (relative

to other neighbouring groups) through the contact period, then little or no change in site

pattern and site usage should be detected between the data sets.

3.5. Summarv

The West Coast of Vancouver Island's environmental setting diverges only

slightly {ìom the overall pattern ofthe Northwest Coast. A great variety ofplant and

animal resources were available to inhabitants ofthe region, many ofthese being only

seasonally available. In times covered by ethnographic research, groups moved to be

near resoufce extraction areas and exploited these seasonal resources sequentially. It is,

however, by no means clear that tlls always was the case, nor is it clear that a shift from
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permanent settlement to seasonal movement took place at the same time everywhere on

the West Coast

While the history of archaeology on the West Coast of Vancouver Island covers a

relatively short time span, a substantial body ofliterature has accumulated. The basic

culture history ofthe region, at least after relative sea level stabilization c.50008p, now

seems to be fairly solidly grounded, while regional variations and the role and time-depth

ofoutside influences still needs to be fully evaluated. In recent years, analysis has begun

to move beyond culture-historical reconstructions into considerations of polity and

regional interaction, aided in some instances by techniques of spatial analysis At

present, however, these regional analyses are limited to considerations ofone class of site

only: structured habitation sites related to the presence of shell middens. Analysis of

multiple site classes across class boundaries therefore represents a new avenue of

research, which will be addressed by the present study.
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Chapter 4: Data, Hypotheses and Tests

4.1 Data

4. L l. Data Definition and Processing

For the purposes ofthis study, a "site" is defined as any location known to be

even a temporary residence for humans in the past. This included archaeological

habitation sites identified by the presence of shell midden deposits, as well as sites

indicated as being living places by ethnographic informants.

Habitation sites are kept separate from the set ofnatural resource extraction

locations known to be present in the study area. The term "location" is applied to these in

order to keep them separate from habitation sites Locations are any discrete area to

which a known resource extraction function or functions can be assigned. These

functions include the harvesting oftree and other plant resources, and faunal resources on

both land and sea. It excludes locations whose function was unclear or unknown, such as

rock art and petroforms whose immediate purpose is not readily apparent (e.g. McMitlan

& St. Claire 1993:59).

All data entry and analysis for the study was conducted on a 350-MHz pentium II

computer located in the offices ofthe Anthropology Laboratory at the University of

Manitoba, running Windows NT 4.0. The GIS package used was A¡cView GIS 3.2,

including the 3D, Network Analyst and Spatial Analyist extensions. Digitizing was

carried out on a CalComp DrawingBoard III digitizing table using the built-in digitizing

sofÌware of the ArcView package. Statistical analysis and comparison of data were run

using both Microsoft Excel 2000 and SPSS v.7.5 software packages, in order to make use

ofthe best features ofeach package in analyzing and displaying data.
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4. 1.2. Topographic,lHvdrographic Data

Topographic and hydrographic data for the study area were derived from l:50,000

topographic mapsheets prepared by the Geodetic Survey of Canada and distributed

through Energy Mines and Resources Canada. These mapsheets are printed in Universal

Transverse Mercator (urM) projection in accordance with NAD 1927. contour intervals

for the mapsheets varied between 20m intervals (for those mapsheets covering low lying

coastal areas) and 40m intervals for mapsheets covering mountainous regions,

particularly to the north of the study area. Topographic data from these mapsheets was

digitized by setting elevation points at known elevations, i e. along countour intervals,

and transforming these points into a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) based on the

Triangular Irregular Network (TIN) method of interpolating a three-dimensional surface

from irregularly-distributed elevation points. The difference in contour interval between

mapsheets did not greatly affect DEM accuracy. In those regions where 40m contours

were used, 20m contours would generally have been so closely spaced as to defy

separation, whìch would have potentially added more inaccuracies to the DEM as the

digitizer operator attempted to guess which line was to be followed. Digitizing time

would also have increased as errors in digitizing lines in close proximity to one another

were discovered and corrected. As it stands, the change in vertical resolution is not

expected to pose any problems for analysis, because the areas of lower vertical resolution

lie outside the region in which sites are located. The effect of lower resolution, therefore,

will be confined to, at most, slightly modi$zing the calculated viewsheds for a given site.

Visual inspection ofthe mapsheets does not show any terrain features that would

seriously impact viewsheds, such as s¡nall hillocks in close proximity to site locations
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that could cut lines of sight The total effect ofthis change in resolution is thus expected

to be minimal.

Elevation points along contour intervals are not ideal for reconstructing landforms

(Burrough and McDonald 1998.127). However, the use ofthese points lo produce the

DEM for the study region offered a good compromise between low cost, speed of

digitization, and landform accuracy. The DEM was examined visually under

magnification after creation to determine whether the model contained slope errors due to

the use ofcontour lines as the basis for TIN vertices. No errors ofthe type described by

Burrough and McDonnell were discovered (Burrough and McDonnell 1998.f27,Fig.

5 16) It is believed that the errors guarded against are mainly a product of other (non-

TIN) methods for deriving topography from point data (Burrough and McDonnell

1998 127-128)

4, 1 .3. Natural Resource Data

Natural resource extraction locations were identified from the ethnographic and

ethnohistoric literature, including texts and accounts by Arima (1983), Drucker (1951),

Jewifi,(1974),St Claire(1991),Sapir&Swadesh(1975a,t979b),andSproat(1987).

Taking one ofthese texts as an example, St. Claire (1991) has mapped resource

extraction locations using an ethnohistorical/ethnographic approach, and he provides

reasonably precise locations for fishing, hunting, sealing, whaling, gathering, and other

food-procurement stations in and around Barkley Sound/AJberni Inlet (St. Claire

1991.85-2oz). while vegetation cover data was not directly available, locarions of cMTs

were recorded within the archaeological site database and are located to im precision in
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urM coordinates. These were plotted by inputting their locations directly into the GIS

software, without requiring correction. Some ofthese locations represent stands of

modified trees that have significant spatial extent, while others represent single trees. In

either case these were treated as point objects in the course of analysis. This procedure

was followed to avoid difficulties in reconciling data types (point, line, potygon) within

the set of cMTs. Specifically, it would have required an additional theme to contain only

those tree resource areâs that had spatial extent, which would have hampered evaluating

the set of CMT resource locations as a united whole. Instead, stands of CMTs were

collapsed to the point located in the centre ofthe stand. This collapsing of stands oftrees

to point features is not expected to pose a problem of analysis, because the UTM

coofdinates for a stand oftrees should represent the center ofthe stand and because

calculaied distances to the center ofthe stand represent a good average distance to travel

to reach the stand.

4. 1.4. A¡chaeological Data

Archaeological data in digital format was obtained from the database ofrecorded

sites maintained by B.c. Heritage and from maps in seasonal project reports prepared by

principal investigators of the Toquaht Archaeology project (McMillan & St. Claire

1993 28). The digital data fiequently reported site positions wirh an accuracy of only +/-

100m, so erors in site position were minimized by comparing the digital UTM

coordinates with both published maps of site locations and the TAp authors' descriptions

ofthose locations. The protocol for placing sites on the map was the agreement ofat

least two of the three sources of information
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It is perhaps impossible to quantif,z the biases inherent in the various academic,

avocational and professional suweys conducted over the years within the study area, that

have produced the present-day inventory ofknown sites. However, in the course ofthe

Toquaht Archaeological Project, an intensive survey of the territory ofthe Toquaht was

conducted. This survey was conducted f¡om a boat, a technique coÍrmon everywhere on

the Northwest coast (Matson & coupland 1995:313). Teams of two or three were put

ashore to conduct walk-over surveys of "afl accessible areas', (McMillan & St. Claire

1993 .26), with soil probing to check for deposits covered by overburden. Areas with thin

o¡ no soil were still investigated to see if they contained rock art, burials or remnanls of

defensive locations. Intertidal zones were checked for petroforms, and',Many locations

were visited at several different tides" (McMillan & St. Claire lgg3 26). While no

archaeological survey can hope to detect 100% of sites, the methodology followed by the

TAP crews, given the terrain ofthe study area, seems to have ensured as close to fulI

recovery as possible, given present-day standards and techniques. walk-over survey in

itself is rare in Northwest coast archaeology. Most site suweys have been conducted by

observing the shore from a boat (Matson & coupland 1995:313), looking for tell-tale

depressions or lenses of shell that may indicate the presence ofa habitation site.

4. 1.5. Ethnographic/Local Group Data

Ethnographic data was obtained from several published sources, notably place_

name research conducted by St. claire in Barkley Sound (199i). These place-names with

their recorded ethnographic uses were supplemented with information ÍÌom

et hnohistorical sources where appropriate.
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The Local Group set of habitation sites was constructed on the basis of

informants' claims about the original living areas oflocal groups which eventually

became part of the Toquaht aÍìer amalgamation. This third..local group,, set was

intended to simulate a late precontact settlement pattern and was composed exclusively of

habitation sites used by local groups whose names are now preserved as ceremonial

division s within the Toquaht First Nation.

The archaeologically-known habitation sites, along with the ethnographica|y-

known habitation sites and those sites which possibly were the origin ofroquaht local

groups, formed the basis for the A¡chaeological, Ethnographic and Local group sets of

habitation sites for analysis purposes. These datasets, along with their associated natural

resource extraction locations, are summarized in Tables 4 I and 4.2.

Table 4. I : Site types by period

Habitation
Defensive/Lookout

Total

4.2. D aTa C al egot ì zaTion

Archaeological
(Precontact)

t0
4

14

Ethnographic
(Postcontact)

ll
2

13

Local Groups
(late Precontact)

6
I

,7

Two types ofhabitation site are known ethnographically and archaeologically ffom the

Nuu-chah-nulth region. The first is a 
..typical', habitation site, comprising some

combination of shell midden, house depressions, standing architecture, and other signs of

human habitation. The second is the defensive site, a place offering protection fiom

attack to its inhabitants and a commanding view ofthe surrounding area. These

defensive or lookout sites are generally situated on the flat tops ofrocþ promontories,
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'fable 4.2. Resource extraction locations by

Salmon
Fish Trapsl
Offshore Fishing
Inshore Fishing2
Trees
Roots 2 2
Flora3 4 4
Hunting (seals) 1 I

Archaeological
(Precontact)

t8
I7
,7

4
14

period

Ethnographic
(Postcontact)

13

17

7
4
14

Local Groups
(late Precontact)

13

t'7
7

4
14

2
4
I
11

26

82

Shellfish
Watera

Total

l1
26

94

11

26

88

ilncludes atl rock-\¡alled frsh traps where salmon were not likely the desired calch
-lncludes ail ñshing conduclcd ncar shore: rockfish. herring. clc
'Includes all mrscellaneous flora resource localions mentioned ethnographically, such as cherrv trce bark or
ocea\lspray (Holodi.tcus d¡scolor).btrt \ot having a food use and excludilg Tree resources
¡Includes botlì streams and frcshwater springs

sometimes in conjunction with a nearby village site, but they are also sometimes found in

isolation (McMillan & St.Claire 1993.34). In practice, rhe inference of defensive purpose

is diffrcult to justiflr. First, it is difficult to raTionalize strict criteria for differentiating

lookout sites from defensive living sites (but see Inglis & HaggarTy 1986:227). Second,

"regular" village sites such as Macoah (DfSi 5) are recorded in ethnohistorical narratives

as being palisaded for defensive purposes (Sapir & Swadesh l97ïb 43'/), further blurring

the distinction between habitation sites and sites selected for defensive purposes due to

some topographic or geographic peculiarity. Finally, even sites offering clear defensive

potential, such as DfSj 29located on the George Fraser Islands, also have recorded

ethnographic functions calling that defensive purpose into quesrion (St.Claire 1991 : 1 57).

In this parlicular case, the location is almost certainly the location ofa fishing and
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whaling site, one where the topography ofthe George Fraser Islands and the desire to

keep a watchful eye out for passing whales may have had a greater influence on site

selection than did defense against attack Faced with these uncertainties over the

interpretation ofthe function of sites located on steep promontories, it was decided to

collapse all habitation sites into one category, covering both habitation and defensive

sites, for all the analyses conducted.

A further distinction was drawn between habitation sites and resource extraction

locations. Resource extraction locations were subdivided according to what resources

were extracted at each location. In the case of a site with multiple functions, an

ethnographically-known fishing camp being the prime example, two points were entered

into the database, one denoting the habitation function, the other the food resource

procurement function.

Certain site types were excluded f¡om the study. Burials were excluded on the

basis that:

L Burials are far more culturally sensitive than other site types, and no

permission has been sought or given for their locations to be published.

2 All known burial sites in the study area are cave burials, whereas other forms

ofburial such as exposure in trees and burial in shell middens are known from

ethnographic sources, resulting in the cave burials being a biased sample of all

burial sites

3. All known burial sites in the study area are believed to date from the later

Historical period, so they cannot be firnrly related to sites known

archaeologically, making comparison of burials between the periods impossible.
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4. Burials are likely conditioned by the presence of nearby habitation, making the

spatial distribution ofhabitation sites a proxy variable for the presence ofburials.

Pictographs, of wluch there is only one known in the study area were excluded on the

basis that their specific function and date is not clear Likewise, several petroform sites

were excluded as their functions were undetermined, although they were clearly of

human construction. These petroforms were also excluded because it is impossible to

determine whether they should be assigned to the A¡chaeological, Ethnographic, Local

Group or all time periods

4.3 Hvpotheses to be tested

Three general models ofNuu-chah-nulth settlement have been proposed, and will

be examined in this study. These models are: first, Dewhirst's model wherein seasonal

movement to collect resources has a great antiquity. Second, Inglis and Haggarty,s

model which holds that the seasonal pattern ofmovement is a result of disruptions caused

by European contact. The third model is that proposed by Haggarty for Hesquiat

Harbour, where a single habitation site gave way to a number of habitation sites occupied

year-round and making use of only local food resources. Evaluating this third model may

be diffcult for the Toquaht material, in the absence of more extensive chronological

information about sequences of site occupation and abandonment.

Dewhirst's (1980) model projects ethnographic findings into the distant past,

claiming that seasonal movements to harvest resources have great antiquity, at least in

Nootka Sound. He claims that these movements were required to harvest enough

resources to last the year without encountering hardship (Dewhirst 1980: l5), Groups that
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did not move seasonally would have faced privation for a portion ofthe year when their

locally-available resources were scarce or unavailable. Seasonal movements would have

followed the ethnographic pattern offalls and winters spent on the protected inner bays

and inlets, and springs and summers spent on the outer coast. This pattern of seasonal

movements would have permitted access to salmon runs in the fall, and whales and deep-

sea resources such as cod and halibut during the summer.

The implications of Dewhirst's model for settlement pattern are that no great

change should be seen between the archaeological and ethnographic settlement pattern, at

least as it regards resource extraction. Ary changes that are observed should instead be

due to depopulation afìer European contact, because the Nuu-chah-nulth would already

have been seasonally mobile prior to contact. In the specific Toquaht case, there should

be no major changes in site distribution or usage through time, because the Toquaht hetd

onto their territory even in the face of massive depopulation. The smaller population kept

using the same sites as before.

lnglis and Haggarty (2000) point to European conract and disruptions as the cause

ofthe adoption of seasonal movements in Nootka Sound. They claim the abandonment

ofYuquot was forced after the Spaniards killed chief Calticum (Inglis & Haggarty

2000.97). This abandonment caused the former Yuquot residents under Maquinna to

modi$ their subsistence practices in order to specialize as port managers and trade

monopolists during the summer. In order to procure enough food to survive and

capitalize on the trade wealth available from visiting ships, summers were spent trading

at Yuquot, while winters were spent dispersed among upper bay and inlet locations

harvesting salmon until the spring and the next trading season (Inglis & Haggarty
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2000: 103). Trade goods obtained from Europeans could then be exchanged for food

during the summer, and the fall move to salmon fishing locations provided food for the

winter in a manner that did not conflict with trade activity (Inglis & Haggarty 2000:103)

Similar versions of this model have been proposed by Calvert (1980), St. Claire (i991),

and McMillan ( I 999). They argue that for regions beyond Nootka Sound, depopulation

from imported weapons and diseases permitted some groups to expand at the expense of

olhers. These expanding groups then adopted a seasonal round in order to establish use

rights over resources, or to obtain greater quantities of preferred resources, such as

salmon.

The implication of this model for settlement patterns is that a distinct change in

pattern between archaeological and ethnographic times should be observed. The

archaeological pattern should feature large villages occupied year-round, possibly spaced

relatively regularly with respect to one another. Small satellite campsites may also be

present from which more distant resources are procured and returned to the main rallages.

The ethnographic settlement pattern should feature large villages near primary resource

locations, particularly salmon streams on the inner coast, again with a lew camps to

collect and return more distant resources.

In the case ofthe Toquaht, there is ethnohistorical and ethnographic evidence, on

the basis of place-names, that the amalgamated Toquaht polity formed somewhat prior to

European contact. While this pre-contact amalgamation is not unique (e.g. Marshall

1993:134-135) and may be part ofan overall long-term cycle ofthe formation and

dissolution oflarger polities within the Nuu-chah-nulth area, the net effect is a blurring of
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the archaeological pattern into the ethnographic pattern, potentially rendering distinctions

between them unclear.

The third model proposed is Haggarty's Hesquiat Harbour model (1982). Here,

early occupation seems to have taken the form of a single site fiom which all the

resources ofthe region were utilized, with no seasonal movement except for collecting

trips to bring back food. After 1200 BP, several sites are present, each ofwhich made

use oflocal resources, again with no seasonal movements.

This model is restricted to the period after i200 BP in this study because prior to

tlus time the site of Ch'uumat'a (DfSi a) is the only site known to have been used. After

1200 BP, the site of T'ukw'aa (DfSj 23) was inhabited, and the proliferation of defensive

sites throughout the study area and the entire Northwest Coast suggests increased

conflict, potentially indicating population growth to the point where social factors

influenced site selectíon, A shift from sites located in sheltered inlets to exposed sites

with greater visibility should be observed if the transition from precontact to postcontact

settlement pattern is reflected in viewsheds. This would imply a change from precontact

habitation sites selected for access to resources and shelter lrom weather, to a postcontact

pattern ofsites selected for defensive purposes. It might also be expected that the number

of intervisible sites would increase, as the inhabitants ofthe region sought to keep track

oftheir neighbours' activities, Ifno change in viewsheds is observed, this could indicate

either that other factors were more important in site selection than being able to see wide

areas surrounding the site, or that the shift to increased viewshed areas took place much

earlier in the archaeological period.
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4.4 Tests

Four analytical techniques will be applied to the habitation sites While all four

tests fall under the rubric of spatial analysis (Hodder & Orton i976; Chou 1997), rhey are

divided between two very different kinds of anaiysis. First, the catchment areas of

habitation sites f¡om each dataset will be examined. Second, statistical tests will be

applied to the distribution ofthe habitation sites and resource extraction locations on the

landscape, in order to evaluate their patterning and viewsheds.

4.4 1 . Friction Surface Catchment A¡eas:

The concept ofa site's catchment area in archaeology is well-known. The

inhabitants ofa given site are assumed to travel a maximum distance f¡om the site ìn

order to extract and bring back resources. This distance ìs calculated by the comparison

ofthe energy returns ofresources versus the cost oftraveling to these resources. Put

another way, areas more distant from a site are less likely to have been used by the site's

residents than areas closer in (Vita-Finzi & Higgs 1970.1). The distances used for

creating these circular catchment areas are typically based on ethnographic or historical

analogy, informing as to the rates oftravel by different means of transportation available

to the people in question. The distance a person can travel outwards on foot in one or

two hours, for example, might determine the catchment area of a hunting camp. Thus,

drawing bands ofthese widths around the point at which the site is located should tell us

what resource locations were available to which sites. In the case of the Nuu-chah-nulth,

the distance one could travel by canoe in a day might be the basis ofdefining such a

catchment area.
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In practice, however, terrain features, ground cover and the presence ofroads

strongly affect rates oftravel. Simple circular catchment areas are likely to be unhelpful

in regions of high relief and varied modes oftravel, such as the Northwest Coast. A

solution is to deform the catchment area based on information on the relative difficulty of

traveling in different directions from the central site. Initially, this technique was applied

by measuring travel times in at least four directions (Higgs & Vita-Finzi 1972.33). More

recently, particularly with increases in available computing power and desktop GIS, these

distonions can be calculated in a continuous fasHon through the generation ofa cost

surface. Given the topography of a region, the act of moving across a segment of land

can be assigned a travel cost dependent on slope, vegetation, and the presence ofroads or

trackways. The traditional circular catchment area can then be deformed and stretched to

reflect corresponding ease or diffrculty oftravel in different directions, yielding a more

realistic depiction ofthe catchment that could be reached from a site.

Catchment areas for the various habitation sites in the Toquaht region are

produced here on the basis of the DEM developed for the region. First, a ÍÌiction surface

is produced. The vector-based DEM is transformed into a raster dataset ofcells

containing slope information for each cell using the Calculate Slope function ofthe

ArcView Spatial Analyst extension. Cell size was arbitrarily set at 50x50m, representing

a compromise between computing efficiency and data precision The 50m cells offer a

level ofdetail that does not affect assignment ofa site or resource area to one site's

catchment area over that of another; that is, there are no resources in the dataset whose

membership in a catchment area would be affected by decreasing cell size, For
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consistency and comparability of results, this cell size was used for all raster data

calculations involving the project dataset.

Estimates oftravel rates for the Nuu-chah-nulth, whether on foot or in canoe are

¡are in the ethnographic literature. Gilbert Sproat provides the following two pieces of

information;

(The European hunter). . . carrying his shootìng gear, goods and blankets
tfuough intricate woods and over broken ground, where a mile-and-a-half
an hour will he goodwalking.. (Sproat 1987:155, emphasis mine)
and

...but two natives can easily paddle a middle-sized canoe forty miles on a
summer day. (Sproat 1987.62)

Drucker has only the following, telling point to make about overland travel:

One must climb over one windfall, duck under the next that lies over a big
rock, and go around the Third,. The obstacle courses used ot trLtittutg
slctÍions itt the recent war are lhe only things I hrow of lhat would prepare
one for travel through the woods of Nootkan territory. (Drucker 1951:9,
emphasis mine)

While canoe racing and numerous details about the construction and uses of canoes are

¡ecorded by Drucker, no mention ofrates of travel is made, except to comment that a raft

of two freight canoes lashed together to transport household goods traveled "...in good

style" in fair weather (1951:88). Inthe absence ofother data on travel rates, Sproat's

estimates were used to weight the land portions ofthe friction surface in order to

accurately reflect the different rates oftravel. This weighting was accomplished by

introducing an additiona.l weighting factor operating on simulated movement up or down

slopes. Since the water areas ofthe DEM are by definition flat, this factor only affected

the friction ofthe land surface. Assuming an eight-hour day, travel by canoe using

Sproat's estimate would average 40 mi - 8 hours : 5 mph, or 8 km/h. The conversion

factor between canoe travel and foot travel is then 5 mph - 1.5 mph:3.3.
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The travel cost was determined by the foltowing formula:

Travel Cost - Horiz. Distance + (Vert Distance X Slope X Horizontal Distance X 3.3)

Here, slope is expressed as a percentage, such that a slope of 107ó over a 50m square

yields a change in elevation of 5m. Expressing slope this way instead of in degrees

allows change in elevation to be extracted directly Íiom the slope, given constant raster

cell size. Multiplying vertical distance by the slope ofeach cell has the effect of

increasing the vertical cost ofmovement by a factor related to the steepness of the terrain.

Multiplying vertical distance by the horizontal distance has the effect ofincreasing the

travel cost ofmovement to successively more distant cells by a factor proportional to the

distance, simulating the effect oftraversing the intervening terrain.

Within the ArcView program, the Find Distance function of the Spatial Anatyst

extension was used to create a raster data theme ofdistances from the habitation site

locations. Thls function assigns every cell a distance from the origin cell, in this case

those cells containing habitation sites. A slope theme was generated using the Find Slope

function of the same Spatial Analyst extension. The Map Calculator function of

A¡cView was then used to multiply the vertical distance theme by the slope, horizontal

distance and travel rate comparison factor, and add the horizontal distance theme. The

resulting theme represents the travel costs fiom each habitation site, taking topography

into account.

Th¡ee catchment zones were plotted at 2.4,8, and 15.6 km radii around each site,

and the resource locatjons falling within each were enumerated. The 2.4 km radius

represents roughly an hour's travel by foot on land (at L5 mph:2.4 km/h), and the I km
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radii represent roughly an hour's travel by canoe. Finally, the 15 6 km radii represents a

quarter day's travel (2 hours) by canoe (40 mi. : 64.4km14: 15.6 km). This

distance/time was chosen in order to provide half a day's time (4 hours) at the

destination. Note that a range of40 miles in a day renders the entirety ofToquaht

traditional lands wthin at most a halfday's (4 hours) travel of any other point in this

territory. This effectively brings the entire area into the "catchment" ofa group prepared

to make an overnight stop to collect and return resources. While catchment radii have

previously been discussed in terms of travel times, here distance acls as a proxy for time

and effort, because the fiiction surface calculations serve to convert travelling time into

linear distances from a given site.

lnitially, all three sets of catchment radii were to be examined for similarities and

differences. ln practice, the 15.6km radii were so large that their compositions were

nearly identical for each site within the study area. This is because the 15.6km catchment

areas $eatly overlap each other. A chi-square test of independence for the i 5.6km

catchment compositions returned a P-value of 1, with X':0.lçt, dÊ10. Under

conditions of competition for resources between sites, or of seasonal mobility, this degree

ofoverlap of catchment areas is unlikely, making the l5.6km catchment radii unlikely to

have any explanatory value. The l5.6km radii were therefore abandoned as a target for

analysis.

Resources falling within each remaining catchment radius were counted visually,

because no ArcView function existed to automate the process. Ifthe resources present in

each catchment area are expressed as a proportion ofthe sum ofthe resources in all the

catchment areas, a 2xN table will be the result, where N is the number ofresource classes
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present in the study area. The difference in composition between the various catchment

radii ofthe sites of each dataset can then be evaluated by use ofthe chi-square statistic,

and the proportions themselves can be presented in the form of cumulative fiequency

graphs.

4 4.2. Viewsheds

A site's viewshed is defined as the swath ofland and sea visible from the site's

position, taking into account such considerations as landform, vegetation, curvature ofthe

globe and atmospheric extinction. Viewshed analysis is a relatively recent arrival in

archaeology, requiring the services ofa great amount ofcomputer processing power, both

lo model the landscape under study and to calculate what points are intervisible on its

surface. Recent government initiatives to make digital topographic maps available have

also reduced the effort required to evaluate viewsheds by eliminating the time-consuming

step of converting paper maps to digital form.

The technical antecedents of viewshed analysis, while not explicit, lie with

planners' and engineers' need to place devices such as radio transmitters in positions to

maximize the region in direct line-oÈsight to the transmitter (Burrough & McDonnell

1998:200). Other uses include the siting olforest-fire watchtowers, scenic overlooks, the

calculation ofrates ofsolar energy input, and the creation of simulators for pilot training

(Burrough & McDonnell 1998:200) In archaeology, interest in viewed areas and lines-

of-sight can be traced back to the work ofindividuals such as John Aubrey and William

Stukeley in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries who noted the preferential siting of

barrows on certain ter¡ain features and explained their patterning with reference to lines
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of sight to Stonehenge (Lock & Harris 1996:215). More recently, interest in viewsheds

can be traced back to the movement to interpret archaeological sites in their landscape

contexl (Lock & Harris 1996:215).

The advent ofdesktop-based GIS software and the increasing computing power

wielded by even the cheapest personal computers has served to bring viewshed analysis

easily within the grasp ofvirtually all computer-equipped researchers. At present,

viewshed analysis tends to be used as a tool for exploratory analysis of spatial data

(Aldenderfer 1996.16). The general premise ofviewshed analysis is that, given

gonscious human actors selecting locations in which to hve and work, what is visibte

from a site constitutes a definable portion ofthe environment of that site and should

rightly be considered as a variable influencing site location decisíons (Kvamme

1999 177; Lock & Harris 1996.232-233; Maschner 1996: 186-187) Going beyond this

environmentally deterministic viewpoint, considerations ofwhat is and is not visible also

functions within the realm of mental maps and cognitive landscapes (Kvamme

1999.17'7). The role ofvisibility in aflecting cognitive landscapes can be seen with the

simple example of a feudal castle situated on a high point of land to command a view of

as much surrounding countryside as possible both for defense and to provide a visual

reminder of the overlord's presence in the region (Platt 1996: 19). Such a location serves

both "environmental", in this case defensive, purposes, as well as arguably providing a

visual reminder of power relations within the local community.

Some ofthe information that can be extracted from a calculated viewshed

includes.

i The number and type ofother sites visible from the site in question
2. The total area thal can be viewed from the site in question
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3. The angle subtended by the viewed surface
4 The composition of the viewed area; how many km2 of different land or water
types (mountain, plain, lake, ocean, etc.) can be viewed fiom the site in question.
5. The relative positioning of neighbouring sites within a viewshed; for example,
are there sites or a type of site located exclusively along viewshed boundaries?

Not all these variables may be ofinterest in a given study. Viewshed analysis is

perhaps the spatial anal¡ical technique most susceptible to produce the kind of"data-

dredging" that characterized multivariate statistics employed in archaeology during the

1970s (Aldenderfer 1996:16). What is required is fìrst to think about the problem at hand

and determine what analyses ofthe calculated viewsheds are particularly appropriate to

the problem at hand.

Viewed area (#2 above) for a given site is a variable ofinterest to the present

study. Maschner (1996) notes a significant increase in viewed area for sites during the

Late Phase in TebenkofBay, Alaska, and interprets the change as part ofa move from

choosing sheltered site locations to choosing less-sheltered, locations with greater

visibility in order to defend against attackers (Maschner 1996.181). Maschner identifies

this change with the transition from multiple singleJineage villages occupied

simultaneously to single, multiple-lineage villages occupied sequentially (1996:I87).

This transition íÌom simpler sedentary g¡oups to more complex mobile ones is analogous

to the suggested transition among the Nuu-chah-nulth from solitary local-group

habitation sites prior to European contact to the aggregation ofthese local groups into

larger polities during and after the fur-trade years as outlined in Chapter 3, above. It

might therefore reasonably be expected that a similar change in viewed area would be

observed in Barkley Sound. Viewed angle (#3 above) may also be a proxy variable for

this transition from sheltered to more-defensible site locations
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The other sites that are visible from a given point (#1 above) may also be

important. Intervisible sites are more closely linked than sites invisible to each other

because ofthe residents of each site being able to track their neighbours' movements

more easily. Within the Toquaht study area it might be expected that large sites have one

or more smaller sites within viewing distance, either as a result of control of â

subordinate group or as a protective measure against attacks on resource collectors, a

frequent feature of ethnohistorical warfare (Arima 1983: 106; Sapir and Swadesh

1978b.341, 353, 363, 4I8; Sproat 1987: I05).

Composition of viewed arca (#4) and the presence of'border' sites (#5) do not

seem to be profitable subjects ofanalysis Because virtually all habitation sites are

located on the sea coast of Barkley Sound and are f'lanked by heavily forested land rising

steadily to the mountains that form the backbone ofthe island, almost all visibility will be

exclusively towards the water. As a general rule, this seaward-orientation of viewsheds

means that sites further along the coast cannot be viewed direclly, so they do not meet the

viewshed boundary conditions in #5 above. Viewshed analysis ofthe Toquaht

Archaeology Project sites will therefore consider points #1-3 above, using exploratory

data analysis to measure distribution and composition of viewsheds between

Archaeological, Ethnographic and Local Group datasets.

4.4.3. Nearest-neighbour Anal),sis

Three general descriptions serve to describe all possible distributions ofpoints on

a plane surface These are.

1. Regular spacing of pornts
2. Clustered spacing of points
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3. Random spacing of points

Evaluating the distribution ofa set ofpoints can shed light on the factors affecting the

patterning of the points Regularly spaced points may be the result of competition

between the organisms represented by the points, whether these are bacteria, plant

seedlings, or communities of humans, while a clustered pattern may indicate factors such

âs trade or access to scarce resources that favour a more compacled distribution of points.

A random spacing ofpoints is generally taken to indicate that there are no factors

strongly influencing the distnbution ofthe points. Evaluating the degree ofrandomness

in a point pattern is the goal ofthe measures covered by point pattern analysis.

Various techniques have been proposed and used for evaluating the randomness

or lack thereof of spatial point patterns. The sirnplest and earliest method was that of

quadrat analysis, where squares, or indeed any other sampling shape, are placed over the

study area, and the number ofpoints falling within each quadrat are counted (Diggle

1983.23-24; Hodder& Orton 1976.33; Pielou 1969:99) The distribution ofnumbers of

points falling within the sampled quadrats can then be compared to a Poisson distribution

having the same density ofpoints through use ofa goodness of fit test, such as the chi-

square statistic (Hodder & Orton 1916.34).

Quadrat methods are computationally simple to implement, but they suffer from a

number of problems that have been identilied and discussed at length (Pielou 1969:100-

110). Quadrat size has a direct effect on whether a pattern appears to be clustered,

¡andom or regular. Larger quadrats frequently suggest regularity in clustered patterns

through lumping one or more clusters together within the same quadrat (e g. Hodder &

Orron 1976,37). Also, as Pielou demonstrates, a clustered pattem and its reverse produce
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very similar graphs of quadrat counts versus quadrat sizes, even ifseveral quadrat sizes

are used to reduce the chance oferroneous results (Pielou 1969: 106,Fig.12). Finally, by

summarizing spatial relationships as quadrat counts, the spatial dimension is lost,

resulting in very different point patterns having identical measures ofdispersion (Boots &

Getis 1988.25)

The alternatives to quadrat methods are those measures that deal directly with

inter-point distances (Boots & Getis 1988:35). These are known collectively as nearest-

neighbour analysis, and they are the techniques and measures used in the present study.

At its simplest, analysis of nearest-neighbour distances involves taking the set of

distances to the nearest neighbour ofeach point in the dataset, summing them and

dividing by the number ofpoints in the dataset (n) to obtain the mean observed nearest

neighbour distance.

.-*": I r¡ / n, for i: 1 to n.

The r¡ are the set of distances fiom each point to its nearest neighbouring point

(Hodder & Orton 197638) The expected nearest neighbour distance for n points in a

region of area A is given by:

re'ee.1ed-11(2$)

Inthis formula, p: (n-1) / A, making p the density ofn points in an areas olsize A

(Robinson 1998:268). The mean observed and expected values can then be compared by

dividing the mean value by the expected vaìue to produce the z edresî-neighhour sÍctîtstic

(Boots & Getis 1988:36-37; Robinson 1998.269).
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R=r-"on/f".p"a"¡

The nearest-neighbour statistic has a range of0 to 2.149, where a value of0

indicates complete clustering, and 2.1491 indicates complete regularity. Values of the

nearest-neighbour statistic that fall around 1, approach a random dist¡ibution of sites

(Pinder & Wethrick 1975.17-18, Robinson 1998.268).

Higher-order nearest neighbours can be calculated and compared in a similar

manner, by extracting the set ofnth-order nearest neighbours (second nearest, third

nearest), and comparing their mean with the generalized expected nth-order mean nearest

neighbour distance.

rç:1 t (2,1f,). (2k)r. k/(2k' klF

Here p is again the density ofpoints, k is the order ofnearest neighbour; I : first,

2 : second, and so on (Robinson 1998 :269).

While nearest-neighbour analysis was originally developed to deal with situations

in two dimensions (Clark & Evans 1954), the mathematical formulae are adaptable to

situations in one dimension, such as the distribution of stores along a street, or indeed

third or higher order dimensions, such as the distribution of galaxies in space.

The one-dimensional nearest-neighbour formulae are as follows.

rn,oo: Ð r¡ / n, for i= 1 to n.

Again, the ri are the set ofnearest neighbour distances, this time along the line being

examined. The expected value of r is given by:
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reverred - 0 5 (Li n-l)

where L = total line length. Then.

R=rn,,"un/f"*1""tø

The dimensionality olthe Toquaht Archaeological Project study area actually

serues to complicate matters, because it is not entirely clear which order ofnearest-

neighbour formula is the most appropriate. With certain exceptions, notably sites located

at the mouth ofthe Toquart River, habitation sites in the Toquaht Archaeologial Project

study area are located on or near the coastline (see Fig 3.1) This coastal effect on

habitation site location is due largely to the aquatic f'ocus of Nuu-chah-nulth life, given

the diflìculties in penetrating the dense forests growing almost down to the water's edge.

Due to this coastal constraint to habitation site location, the sites within the study area are

in large measure located along a line, this line being the coast. There are, however,

notable and important exceplions, such as the habitation sites located offshore in the

George Fraser, Stopper, and other islands of Barkley Sound.

The situation in Barkley Sound appears to be intermediate between canonical one-

and two-dimensional nearest neighbour datasets. In the absence ofa clear means of

deciding which formula to use, the areal and both linear formulae were eventually applied

and the results compared. With the presence ofhabitation sites located on islands offthe

main coastline, the one-dimensional nearest-neighbour stalistics consistently

overestimated the regularity of habitation site location to such an extent that occasionally

the calculated nearest-neighbour statistic exceeded the possible range ofthe statistic.
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One-dimensional nearest-neighbour analysis was therefore abandoned in favour of areal

(two-dimensional) nearest-neighbour analysis.

Use of two-dimensional nearest-neighbour formulae also poses a problem,

however. The coaslal location of most ofthe sites within the study area virtually

guarantees that the pattern ofsites will appear clustered when two-dimensional analysis is

attempted In order to evaluate trends in the data derived from the constrained nature of

the dataset, a series of i00 test cases was generated and compared to the distribution ofn-

th order two-dimensional nearest-neighbour statistics calculated from the datasets. These

lest cases were created by randomly selecting X- and Y- coordinates fiom the pool ofX-

and Y- coordinates obtained fiom the habitation sites in a given dataset. Each test case

contained the same number ofrandom site locations as were in the

(ArchaeologicalÆthnographic,{Local Group) dataset being evaluated. Nearest-neighbour

statistics (NNS) were calculated for each of the 100 test cases, and their average NNS

was eliminated fiom the observed set of nearesl-neighbour statistics in order to normalize

the observed set around a value of 1.0, or a random distribution. Removing the average

test case NNS eliminated coastal effects constraining the observed sel ofnearest-

neighbour statistics. Any remaining departures from randomness could then be assumed

to derive from real departures from spatial randomness on the part ofthe habitation sites

and, therefore, to provide information on the process ofsite selection by groups present in

the study area.
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4.4.4. Soatial Association

Point pattern analyses by means ofnearest neighbour techniques can only

evaluate the distribution ofa single class of sites. While sites of several types could be

lumped together and analyzed by these techniques, the results would only give

information about the distribution ofthe sites analyzed. This procedure effectively

eliminates any information that might exist regarding the different roles and functions

these sites had during their use. The solution to this loss of information is to examine the

degree and kind of association hetween distrihutions ofsites. Factors affecting the

distribution ofone site type may also affect the distribution ofother site types in the same

region.

Two point distributions occurring in the same region may have a number of

different degrees and kinds of spatial association or lack thereof. Fig 4.4 shows six such

possibilities of interaction between clustered and random patterns. A similar set could be

produced for interactions between clustered and regular, or random and regular patterns.

Pielou (1969: I 17) makes a distinction between measures ofassociation and

measures of segregation. In biology, association measures the distribution oftwo species

relative to the ground, while segregation measures these distributions relative to each

other (Pielou 1969'179). More precisely, Pielou's measures of association are quadrat

measures comparing rates of presence-absence ofspecies per quadrat, while his measures

of segregation are grounded in nearest-neighbour distances (Pielou 1969. 160, 181).
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Hodder and Orton (9176:201 -204), in contrast, gloss the difference between

association and segregation in considering measures of spatial association for

archaeological data. They reason that quadrat measures have serious problems ofbias

dependent on quadrat size, where different sizes of arbitrary quadrats can make identical

distributions appear clustered, random or regular (Hodder & Orton 197 6.37 Fig 3.5).

The problem with the effect ofquadrat size makes selecting the .,correct,, quadrat

size for this study virtually impossibte, because the size ofquadrat is directly tied to

whether a given pattern will appear clustered, random or regular. Also, the data in this

study are being approached with no particular preconceptions about site spacing and

location choice, which could determine an appropriate quadrat size. Additionally, the

imposition of a quadrat grid and analysis of that grid within GIS sofìware is non-trivial.

As a consequence, this study will make use ofthe previously-calculated nearest-

neighbour distances to evaluate degree of spatial association between habitation sites and

resource locations.

To display the association between two mutually-exclusive groups of sites or

locations, a table ofthe following form can be constructed:

Table 4.4. i. 2x2 table of possible associations between two site types

Base Point

Nearest Type A 
TYPe A TYPe B

neighbour Type B c d
Column total g h

Row total
e

I
n

The value of"a" is the number of sites ofType A which have Type A sites as theìr

nearest neighbour, 'tr" is the number of sites olrype B which have Type A sites as their

nearest neighbour. These tables can also be constructed for higher-order nearest
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neighbours, so that "a" is the number of sites ofType A that have Type A sites as their

second (third, fourth, nth) nearest neighbour. Naturally, the composition of"Type A"

and "Type B" are variable, and they can even contain sites of multiple classes, so that

habitation sites, for example, can be tested against the locations ofthe set offishing,

shellfìshing and tree harvesting resource locations

To compare the degree of segregation or association between two populations,

Pielou suggests the use ofa coellìcient of segregation, S, which he defines as:

S = 1 - (c+b). n / (e.h+ f.g)

Hereb,c, e,f,g,h, and n are defined in Table 4.4 1 above (Pielou 1969.182).

The value of S ranges from +1 for perfectly segregated, that is, non-intersecting

distributions, to -l for a spatial arrangement of pairs of site types A and B. A value of

zero represents random intermingling of the two site tlpes (Pielou 1969: 183). The

interpretation of S then becomes similar to the interpretation of nearest-neighbour

statistics.

Significance ofresult is difücult to assess for Pielou's S, because S is a

population parameter and has no variance due to sampling (Pielou 1969:183), which

makes selecting a particular cut-off value of S difficult to justify. A value of S - +l- 0.25

was chosen as the minimum value for significance of result. This value was chosen as

being intermediate between the following two cases, the first of which shows relatively

strong segregation (Figure 4.4.2), and the second of which shows a less clear case of

segregation (Figure 4. 4. 3).
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Table 4 4 2 Table 4 4 3

B
2

3

5

.4

3

2
5

A2
B1
Total 3

S = 0.333

B
I

2 B
Total

S=0.2

5

5

l0

Despite this lack ofobjective statistical significance in Pielou's S coefficient, the

measure still has utility. The S coeffrcient provides information on the presence ofeither

segregation, association or random intermingling ofthe two populations in question.

A¡med with a statistical test to measure the strength ofthe detected relationship, a

statistically defensible significance level can be arrived at as a cutoffto measure which

segregations or associations detected by Pielou's S should be used to draw inferences

about settlement pattems.

Statistical testing for variation in the relationships between A sites and B sites in a

2x2 Table requires the use ofthe chi-square (f) statistic This distribution approximates

the exact sampling distribution for a2x2 contingency table but is inappropriate for use

when n<20 or when any given expected cell value is <5 (Shaeskin 1997.221). Given the

low number ofsites present in the study area, there is a strong possibility ofthese

situations arising, therelore the Fisher exact test will be used. The Fisher exact test

calculates the exact hypergeometric probability ofthe association of the two point

distributions in question. The Fisher exact test makes use ofthe same assumptions as the

chi-square test, with the exception ofthat regarding small expected frequencies as

described above. The Fisher exact test equation is as follows:

grhle!fl
P:-

n!a!blcld!
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This formula yields the probability of obtaining a specific set ofobserved frequencies

(Shaeskin 1997 .222). It should be noted that this formula is identical to the one given by

Pielou (1969 160) for analyzing 2x2 tables ofobserved quadrat counts, but he does not

give the source ofthis formula.

The Fisher exact test evaluates the null hypothesis of

Ho: Pl : Pz

against the alternative hypothesis

H.: P, I P,
where P1 is the proportion ofobservations in the first row ofthe table, and Pz is the

proportion of observations in the second row ofthe table.

The Fisher exact test works by calculating the probability of obtaining a

distribution of observations equal to, or more extreme than, that recorded, given a

parlicular 2x2 matrix (Shaeskin 199'7.223). The two-tailed alternative hypothesis will be

used in evaluating site distributions because there are no particular preconceptions about

the positioning of site and location types relative to one another.

Because the number ofpossible combinations of sites and locations grows

exponentially, and because there are 1i discrete site and location types present in the

TAP study area, it was impossible to evaluate each potential combination of site and

location types. In order to reduce the number ofcombinations to evaluate, only

combinations such as the sum ofall types offishing locations, or combinations of major

resource locations such as salmon, trees, fish traps and shellfish were considered. Major

classes of resource locations were focused on in part because they represent resources

known ethnographically to have been highly important, such as salmon, cedar trees, and
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shellfish. These resources and combinations thereofwere selected because they might be

expected to have a strong influence on where people chose to live. Also, classes

represented by a small number oflocations are much more likely to show negative

correlation simply because there are not enough of them to be proximate to each

habitation site.

The standard of significance for Fisher's exact test in this study is set at a : 0.05

Because the Fisher exact test can also be used to measure strength ofassociation and

independence, this situation will be capitalized upon tkough a comparison ofthe results

ofthe Fisher exact test and Pielou's S. Pielou's S provides a measure of segregation or

association. Pielou's S coefücient will therefore be used to determine whether

segregation or assocìation of habitation sites and resource locations is present The

Fisher exact test will then be used to evaluate whether the segregation or association

detected by Pielou's S is statistically signifìcant or not.

4.5 Summarv

Known archaeological and ethnographic site locations were input into a GIS

package preparatory to analysis. Habitation sites and defensive locations were collapsed

into a single category for the purposes ofanalysis due to difficulties in reliably

identifuing sites with exclusively defensive functions and to the ethnohistorical presence

of delensive structures at locations with no overt topographic defensive characteristics.

Other site types such as burials, petroglyphs and some petroforms, were excluded Íìom

analysis due to their sensitive nature, their unclear temporal afiliations, and thei¡ lack of

known function(s).
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The major difficulty in preparing the various databases for use in the analysis of

Toquaht site locations was reconciling the divergent site locations presented in the site

surv€y reports and recorded in the provincial site database Reconciliation ofthese data

sources was accomplished by placing sites on the GIS map where at least two ofthe three

data sou¡ces were in agreement. Total site numbers by dataset were: n:94 f'o¡ the

archaeological set, n:88 for the ethnographic set, and n:82 for the local groups set.

Four spatial-statistical tests have been proposed for application to the Toquaht

Archaeology Project dataset. These tests range fiom those that make healy use ofthe

A¡cView GIS soíÌware's capabilities to those that are more statistical in nature and for

which the GIS database merely provides a means of storing and verifying location

coordinates for analysis. These fbur tests fall into two general sets oftechniques: first,

the technique of catchment area analysis, and second, the techniques of statistical spatial

analysis. Each class oftests will be applied to the archaeological, ethnographic and local

group sets ofhabitation sites separately, then the resuhs will be compared.
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Chapter 5: Results

5. i Friction Surface Catchment Areas

Figures 5 1.1 through 5.1 3 show the calculated catchment areas for the

archaeological, ethnographic and local group sets of habitation sítes.

The set of archaeological catchment areas include a trio of habitation siles on the

Stopper Islands (DfSi 60, -65 and -69). Archaeological survey ofthese islands has

uncovered a series of stone fish trap complexes all around the islands, suggesting that

these islands were important locations for taking herring or other schooling fish.

Ethnographic inlormants also mention large quantities of shellfish present on these

islands (St.Claire 1991.163). Beyond the Stopper Islands, all other habitation sites in the

archaeological set are located on the north and west coasts ofthe TAP study area, wilh no

sites in and around Pipestem Inlet. This distribution places the group offish trap, tree

and salmon resources located around the mouth ofPipestem Inlet out ofthe set of site

catchment areas.

In the ethnographic set olsites, Pipestem Inlet and the southeastern quadrant of

the study area a¡e now utilized, but the Stopper Islands have been abandoned. Their

location close to the mainland, however, means that the fish trap complexes located there

are still within the 8km catchment radius of sites on the mainland, particularly Site 73,

DfSi 5 (Macoah), and the grouping of sites around the mouth of the Toquart River.

The Local Group set of sites is the smallest in numerical terms, but qualitatrvely

they seem to be the most evenly distributed. The presence of Sites 71 and 73 at the

mouth ofPipestem Inlet bring a number offish trap, salmon and tree resource areas

within the 2.4km catchment radii ofthe set ofsites, and the head of the l¡rlet with its
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Site 72 is clearly anomalous with respect to the other sites. This is due to its

location far removed from most resource areas within Toquaht traditional lands As

mentioned above, Site 72 is located at the head ofPipestem Inlet, a location which is

actually closer to neighbouring Efüngham Inlet than to the rest ofToquaht territory.

Because ofits anomalous nature, it is excluded fiom subsequent analysis. Note however

that its catchment areas contain salmon and tree resource locations, both of which are an

important feature ofthe catchments ofother inner coast sites

Three distinct groups of sites can be characterized. The "outside" group ofsites

are DfSj 30, -29, -23, and Site 9, all characterized by relatively high proportions of

whaling and offshore fishing resources. The "inside" group of sites are Sìtes 71 and'73,

DgSi 09, -08, -07, -06, DfSi 05, -60, and -66, all characterized by high proporrions of

salmon, fish traps and trees Finally, there is an "intermediate" group ofsites, covering

Site 31, DfSi 5'7 , -65, and -69. These sites, while maintaining a higher proportion of

salmon and fish trap resource locations than the "outside" group, also possess a higher

proportion of shellfish collecting areas than the sites falling into the'1nside" category.

Trends in the data become more apparenl when the catchment compositions are

presented in an order mirroring their geographic location. Figures 5.1 l0to5.i.l2

present the catchment area compositions of the three geographic groups of sites as

cumulative Íìequency graphs.
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A chi-square test for independence was performed on the average catchment

compositions of each ofthe three groups in order to compare them to each other

statistically. The results ofthese comparisons are presented in Table 5.1.4:

There is very strong evidence for a difference in resource distributions between

the Outside/Inside and Intermediate/Outside groups. The distinction between

Intermediate and Inside groups is strong in the 2.4km analysis. For any individual site,

the proportions ofresources fbund within the 2.4km and 8km catchment area olthat site

had more in common with the rest of its own locational group than with that of the other

two locational groups.

Figure 5. I . 13 presents the average cumulative catchment composition for the sets

of archaeological, local group and ethnographic sites. Figure 5. I . 14 presents the average

cumulative catchment composition for the sets of Small (<300m2), Medium (300-

1000m2¡ and Largel>1000m2¡ sites.

able 4 test results locational site
Catchment Sites compared df x P
24km Outside vs Inside 9 >50 <0 0001
2.4 Y,nt lntermed. vs.

lnside
8 >50 <0 000 t

2.4 ktrl Intermed. vs.
Outside

8 >50 <0 0001

8km Outside vs. Inside l0 39 85 <0.0001
8l<m Inlermed. vs

Inside
9 15 34 0.08

8km Intermed. vs.
Outside

t0 34 41 0 00015
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of 1 ø':0 191, df : 10), and the SmallMedium,{Large sets had a P-value of 0.9i7

(X2:3.18, df: 10), both of which suggest strong similarity of catchment distributions.

The implication ofthe lack of variability between the three sets ofhabitation sites

(ArchaeologicaL/Ethnographic,llocal Group) is thal there is no change in the range of

resources that are collectively covered by site catchments over time, at least between the

recent archaeological past exemplified by the Archaeological and Local Group data sets.
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5 2 Viewsheds

Viewshed analysis will examine three things:

1. The number and type of other sites visible f¡om the site in question
2. The total area that can be viewed from the site in question
3. The angle subtended by the viewed surface

Examination of the combined viewshed maps from each of the three time periods

reveals the presence ofthree regions that are more likely to be visible Íiom any locations

in the sets of sites examined (Figures 5.2.1-5.2 3). These regions are:

L The entrance to Barkley Sound, away from land, and roughly intermediate
between the mainland and the islands of the Broken Group.
2. The mouth ofPipestem Inlet, in particular the Black Peaks located immediately
north ofthe inlet, just east of its mouth.
3. The Broughton Peaks, located south ofPipestem Inlet.

The first ofthese th¡ee is the major body ofopen water adjoining many ofthe sites in

question, and the last two are some ofthe highest mountain peaks near Toquaht territory.

Because ofthe prominence ofthese locations within the region, their high level of

visibility is perhaps not surprising. The mouth ofPipestem Inlet is the location ofthe

sole pictograph located in the study area, but the pictograph panel itselfis not in the

intensively-viewed area. The panel is in line of sight to only one or two sites, and it is the

mounlains inland íÌom it to the north-east that are the focus of 5-8 viewsheds in anv

given site set (archaeological, ethnographic, local group).

5.2. L Site lntervisibilit)'i

Two groups ofintervisible sites were identified These are.

l) DiSj-23/DfSj-29 (facing each other between the mainland and George Fraser
Islands)

2) Site 7llSite 73 (facing each othe¡ across the mouth of pipesrem Inlet)
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Of these two, only the frrst involves intervisibility with a major habitation site, that of

DfSj 23 (T'ukw'aa) on the outer coast. This site looks across the water to DfSj-29, a

defensive or lookout site located on the George Fraser Islands, tentatively identified with

an ethnographically-occupied whale hunting camp. The second example involves two

intewisible ethnographically-occupied lìshing stations, albeit two that informants

identified as the ancestral home of two Toquaht local groups. Based on the scarcity of

examples, direct site intervisibility does not seem to be a major consideration ofeither the

archaeological or ethnographic Toquaht settlement pattern. The implications ofthis lack

of direct intervisibility will be discussed in Chapter 6, below.

The archaeological set of viewsheds provides the best explanation for why the

high visibility ofcertain mountains may not be ol significance beyond a simple fàctor of

topography: The most highly-viewed portion ofBarkley Sound from Toquaht lands is a

set of mountain peaks within the territory ofthe Tseshaht, a neighbouring group to the

Toquaht The second most-viewed area, the entrance to Barkley Sound itself, is so

distant (-16km) from many ofthe sites "viewing" it that the chance ofbeing able to see

events taking place lhere must be seriously questioned due to atmospheric extinction and

other factors limiting visibility over long distances.

The comments regarding the set archaeological viewsheds are equally applicable

to the set of ethnographic viewsheds, as regards regions of high visibility Here again the

entrance to Barkley Sound is highly visible, with the caveat that certain sites may not

typically be able to afford views thât far due to atmospheric effects. The presence of sites

at the entrance to Pipestem Inlet serves to enhance the visibility ofthe inner regions of

the TAP study area, that is, around the moufh ofthe Toquart River.
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Viewed areas among the Local Group sites again focused on the mouth of

Pìpestem Inlet due to the presence of Sites 7l and 73. Note that Site 71 and DfSi 5, while

apparently in line-ot'-sight to one another, are actually blocked by the presence of a small

unnamed island havrng a maximum elevation less than the minimum resolution of the

1.50,000 topographic maps used to prepare the DEM.

Table 5.2.1 presents the raw viewed area and angle data for each site data set.

Table 5.2. 1: Viewed area and vicwcd angle for archaeologrcal, ethrograplúc and local group srte sets

rte Area Algle

')ls14 25291 9C

lltil5 5Ì6t l8i
ÌSr57 54,t31 7:
)fSr60 2Q79 | 2t
l1S165 8{
)fSl6ó 2569t 2(
)lSró9 l5: 55

)1SJ23l l06tt(
3\, 605: 5(

3004t 5(

30 46r22 36(

ù6 t497' 3

i17 1,10.1: 3

lgsrS t5324
)gSi9 t7956 121

ìite
,'lame

Areâ 4"g1,

Site ! 493( 3(

Sile 3 I t9363 135

Site 7l i 7105 361

Site 72 5304 )
Site 73 869i 6t

)fsi1 529t 9(

Dfbi5 5 l6¡ 185

Dfsi60 ,-0791 t2(
Dfsi66 5698 r2(
Dfsi23f 1068( t85

DfSi23v ó05 t50
DfSl29 3004 t50
DsSiS t532 3

DsSi9 1795t L2C

Srtc
Name

Areâ Angl(

Site 3l [9363 l3
Site 7l l7l0: 3fi
Sire 7l 8691 6(

)fsi4 529! 9t
)fsi 5 5ltf l8:
)fsj23f 1068( 18

)fSi2 3v 605.1 l5(
)sSi7 l.+043 35

Site DlSj 23 contaius both a principal habitatlon site (v) and a defensive location (f). Since the defelsive
location's elevatiol'r lr'ill modiô.'the angle and arcå that are vrsible. lhe trvo are separated for purposes of
atraþis

To evaluate the degree ofpotential differences between the three data sets, a t-test

of the mean area and viewed angle was run comparing each combination of pairs of data

sets. The results are presented in Table 5.2.2.
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Table 5 2.2 t-test of mean viewed area./angle by site data set

Data
set

tì mean
area

std.
dey

meån std.
der f-lests: P: Area P: Anele

rch t5 26682 4666 1,f420 7056r t39.6666 8r.27262 rrch./cthr o.08327t 0.31831

thno l4 19.t58.21.t2, 14959.{ì020( 124 6128t 8i t 265f :lhn/local 0.413 05, 0 27211

ocal I 2080 15366.6204 l5r 85 6r05 rrch/local 0.18405 0.39605',

None ofthe pairs of site groups have significant differences in either their mean

viewed areas or mean viewed angles. The most different two meâns are those of the

archaeological and ethnographic site groups, which differ at the 0.l> P> 0.05 level. This

is greater than the P=0.05 level usually considered to be the minimum for statistical

significance, and so it also is rejected as not being a signifrcant difference. This high

degree of similarity between sets of vie\.vsheds means that through time, or at least

between the three data sets, there is no significant difference in either the area viewed by

the average site, or in the breadth ofangle ofland and sea that can be seen from the

average site. The impact ofthese results will be further discussed in Chapter 6.
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Figures 5 3.I to 5.3.3 present a selection from the full set of nearest-neighbour djstances

used for calculating nearest-neighbour statistrcs for habitation sites within the TAP study

area. Presenting the full set of distances in map format would have overwhelmed the

map with ìntercon¡ections, making visualization difficult. The figures therefore present

the shortest ofthe ful1 set of nearest-neighbour distances. Recall also that "sites" 1 and

78 are not habitation sites, but markers for the endpoints ofthe study area.
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The detrended archaeological data shows a tendency towards clustering of archaeological

sites between the first and fourth order nearest neighbours. The highest degree of

clustering is centered around the third order nearest neighbour. This clustering is

followed by a tendency towards random spacing of Iìlìh and sixth nearest neighbours, a

return to clustering of sites of seventh through ninth nearest neighbour, to finish in a

sudden switch from clustering to regularity at the tenth nearest neighbour.

The ethnographic sites show a similar overall trend ofclustering at lower order

nearest neighbours f'ollowed by regularity of spacing at higher orders. Here again the

peak cluslering takes place at the third nearest neighbour, and shows a similar jump from

clustering to regularity occurs between the seventh and eighth nearest-neighbour. This

jump is followed by a peak in regularity of spacing at the ninth nearest neighbour.

The local group habitation sites are again similar, but clustering occurs at lower

orders ofnea¡est neighbour, with peak clustering at the second nearest neighbour, and

regularity of spacing by the fourth nearest neighbour. This compressed pattern may be

due to the lower number of sites in this data set (n:7 vs. n:l l-12 for the others). Here,

the same two clusters are present as are in the ethnographic data, but with fewer cluster

members The lower number of sites present in thís data set may account for the weaker

trends to clustering and dispersal seen in Figure 5 3.7, which are at times only marginally

outside the 2o level.

The significance ofthe peak in clustering at a given order ofnearest neighbour in

each case is evidence ofthe size olclusters of sites that are present in that data set. For

the set of archaeological sites, peak clustering is at the third nearest neighbour. This peak

ín clustering represents clusters of four sites that are more closely associated wìth each
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other than with any other sites. Figure 5.3.8 shows the positions of these th¡ee clusters.

The fìrst cluster is centered roughly around site DfSj 23, on the outer coast. The second

is the cluster of sites DfSi 5, 60, 66, and 69 on the Stopper Islands and the adjacent

mainland. The third is the cluster of sites DgSi 6,7,8, and 9 at and around the mouth of

the Toquart fuver. The equivalent clusters in the ethnographic site data are the DfSj 23 -

centered cluster on the outer coast, and the combination of sites 71, 73, DgSi 8, and DgSi

9, all at the head ofthe Sound and near the mouth ofPipestem Inlet (Figure 5 3.9).

The archaeological nearest-neighbour statistics also show a second peak in degree

ol clustering at the eighth-order NN (Fig 5.3.5). This peak in clustering is almost

certainly an echo ofthe lower-order clustering, caused by the intermediate and inside

clusters being located much more closely to each other than to the outside site cluster.

Proofofthis echo effect can be found in the lack of a similar secondary peak among the

ethnographic sites, where the intermediate cluster is no longer present.

A second finding came from inspection of which habitation sites within a given

data set tended to be more lrequently represented at certain orders ofnearest neighbour.

The pattern for the archaeolo gical data set is marked with blue and yellow shading in

Table 5.3 I

Two major habitation sites, Ch'uumat'aa (DfSi 4) and Macoah (DfSi 5) are

positioned such that they are the ninth nearest neigbbour of virtually all other sites. Also,

ofthe sites lhat do not have DfSi 4 as ninth nearest neighbour, Dßj 4 is on average their

4x2 + 3x2 I 4 - 3 5ù nearest neighbour, while for DfSi5 the non-ninth nearest neighbour

sites on average have DfSi 5 as their 3.l4r' nearest neighbour. It appears that these two

major sites are situated at some sort of inflection point in the network ofhabitation sites,
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where they represent endpoints ofa line ofsites past which the site interconnections open

up and become multiple rather than single. This is particularly vísible in the map of the

ethnographic data set (Figure 5.3 2). Between DfSi 4 and DfSi 5, sites are arranged

linearly, while beyond each ofthese sites the network of sites is no longer linear, with

multiple sites located simrlar distances from these two sites and multiple possible travel

paths existing between them. While other sites also find themselves more Íìequently the

n-th nearest-neighbour ofthe set of all sites, DfSi 4 and DfSi 5 are the only two that

almost slmmetrically divide all the sites as ninth nearest-neighbour to one or the othe¡.

The possible significance ofthis in relation to the span ofoccupation and to the

importance of these two sites will be discussed further in Chapter 6.
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Table 5.4.1 gives the results ofPielou's S that met the strength of

segregation/association criterion. Archaeological sites are segregated from floral

¡esource areas, particularly trees. At the second order nearest neighbour archaeological

sites are segregated from shellfish and fish traps, as well as from the combination of

salmon, fish traps, trees and shellfìsh resources. The strong (S=-0 471) association of

archaeological sites from shellfish resources at the level oifourth order nearest

neighbours may be a result ofthe archaeological occupation ofthe Stopper Islands. Sites

on the Stopper Islands are located close to several shellfish collecting locations. This

places shellfish and archaeological sites in such a way as to make them more likely to be

a particular nearest neighbour, in this instance the fourth nearest neighbour. Overall, the

archaeological pattern of S-values seems to indicate that proximity to resources was not a

critical aspect of site location. This lack of proximity to resources in the archaeological

dataset suggests that other environmental or social factors were more influential in

conditioning site selection decisions

Ethnographic sites are strongly segregated (5:0.497 and O.4l'7 at the first and

second order Nlrl) fiom shellfìsh resources In contrast to the archaeological pattern of

segregation for 1*-3'dFlN, ethnographic sites are associated with floral resource areas at

the fourth NN. Ethnographic sites are associated with fishing, particularly salmon,

resources and food resources in general at the first NN despite the segregating influence

of shellfish being included in with the food resources. This is almost the complete

opposite to the archaeological pattern of segregation from food resources at the second

NN. The association between sites and salmon fishing locations suggests a shiíì in

economy prefbrring habitation sites located close to salmon resources in ethnographic
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times. This increased emphasis on salmon is supported by faunal analysis ofthe three

excavated sites inthe TAP study area (L Streeter 2002, pers. comm.). Overall, the

association between sites and resources suggests that proximity to resources, particularly

food resources, became very important in selecting site locations in ethnographic times

(post-contact). The segregation of sites Iìom shellfish resources may imply that locations

near seasonally abundant resources such as salmon and herring were considered most

important.

Local groups are associated suggestively, but not significantly (S--0.184 to -

0.217), with fìshing resources at the first through third nearest-neighbour, and segregated

at the fourth nearest-neighbour. There is a suggestive (5:-0.235) association with floral

resources at the first nearest-neighbour, and a stronger association (S:-0.315) at the

fourth nearest-neighbour. As with ethnographic sites, there rs again strong segregation

(S:0.507) íÌom shellfish resources, which can be seen in the pattern of shellfish resources

offshore distant from the coastal habitation sites. Finally, there is a slightly suggestive

(S:-0.157) association with stone fish traps. lfwe consider all the suggestive

segregations and associations, we see that the local group sites are located close to fishing

locations, particularly salmon, but also fish traps, as well as floral resources. One

situation which could give rise to this pattern is a series ofindependent groups making

use of only local resources, and located themselves to be close to as many critical

resources as possible (salmon, trees, fish traps, etc.).

Testing those combinations of habitation sites and resource extraction locations

revealed as strongly associated or segregated by Pielou's S using Fisher's exact test
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that are interleaved with them on the landscape. Not all ofthe segregations and

associations detected by Pielou's S are matched by significant results Íìom the Fisher test.

Among the ethnographic sites, first nearest neighbours tend to be resources,

particularly fishing resources, and tend not to be shellfish harvesting areas. ln contrast,

archaeological sites are ambiguous in the segregation oftheir drstribution with resources.

Local group sites are even less clearly correlated with any site types, although, as in the

ethnographic dataset, there is a significant level of segregation ofhabitation sites f¡om the

distribution of shellfi sh resources

Only the archaeological data set presents significant results among higher-order

nearest-neighbours (NN) Among second order nearest-neighbours, archaeological sites

are signifrcantly segregated from trees, shelllìsh beds and the combined set of salmon

fishing, fish traps, trees and shellfish beds. Third order nearest-neighbours find

archaeological sites associated with fishing locations as a whole, and segregated from

known floral resources. Finally, archaeological sites are associated with shellfish beds at

the level ofthe fourth nearest-neighbour.

Many inferences can be drawn from these results. First, the set of ethnographic

sites seems to be much more closely associated with resources than are the other fwo sets

ofsites. Any given ethnographic site tends to be more closely associated with the set of

all resource extraction areas than with other ethnographic sites, although shellfish beds

are the one exception. The strongest Fisher's exact test values are f'ound between

ethnographic sites and all fishing resource areas (P:0.011, S:-0.348), and between

ethnographic sites and all food-related resource areas (P=0.015, S=-0.285). This strong
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association with food resources in the ethnographic dataset may indicate a selection of

site locations to be as close as possible to critical resources.

AII three sets of habitation sites tend not to be found near shellfish gathering beds

offshore, at least at low orders ofNN (1o-2"d). This may be an accident ofgeography

because ethnographically-known shellfish harvesting locations are found mostly on small

islands offshore. The lack ofcongruence between habitation sites and shellfrsh locations

may also indicate that shellfish beds were sirnply not a prime consideration in site

location at any time.

Trees tend to be less strongly associated with archaeological habitation sites than

with habitation sites in the other t\¡/o data sets Examining a map, CMTs are located in

clusters around the Toquart River and at the head ofPipestem Inlet. These locations for

CMTs removes them from a close association with a large number of sites, particularly

those on the Stopper and George Fraser lslands and on the outer coast. The reason for

this segregation correlation may be that trees were unimportant in conditioning site

selection. Ifa seasonal pattern ofmovement was in place, trees may have represented a

seasonally-harvested resource, so they would be associated with sites occupied during a

particular season. Or, if sedentary local groups were present and making use ofnearby

resources, trees could have been an item oftrade, as they were elsewhere on lhe coast in

the fbrm ofcanoes (de Laguna 1990:208) This possibility oftrading for trees might also

remove the need to be located near a good stand oftrees. Finally, initial European

logging may have removed the CMTs nearest to the coastline, which would bias the

present sample of CMTs in favour of ones further from habitation sites.
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Fishing locations are associated with archaeological sites at the level ofthird-

order nearest-neighbours (P:0.045, S:-0.271). This third-order association may indicate

that fishing locations, while important as a source of f'ood, were not required to be near at

hand when selecting a place to live.

At the fourth-order nearest-neighbour level, archaeological sites are associated

with shellfìsh gathering sites. This fourth-order association is in contrast to the

segregation among second-order nearest neighbours discussed above. This assocration at

a greater average distance may imply that travel to these sites was not considered difficult

to accomplish; that is, being located near a shellfish bed was at most a very minor

consideration for site location. This association may also be a result ofthe archaeological

occupation ofthe Stopper Islands, placing some sites in closer proximity to shellfish beds

than in the ethnographic or local group data sets.

5.5 Summary

Results fiom the tests outlined in Chapter 4 have been presented and briefly

interpreted. The following chapter will examine these results in detail, and present an

interpretation oftheir signifrcance regarding Toquaht site patterning and changes to these

pattems through time.

Catchment area analysis indicates the presence ofthree groups ofhabitation sites

based on the composition ofresources present in the catchment areas. These groups are

most visible when examining 8km catchment radii. These three groups of habitation sites

are present ìn each ofthe Archaeological, Ethnographic and Local Group data sets. This
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implies a lack olchange in settlement pattern over time, at least in terms of how

settlement locations are selected to make use of resources

Viewshed analysis indicates no significant difference in the mean viewed areas

and angles ofthe three data sets of habitation sites. This implies that considerations of

visibility were either not a major concern in any particular time period, or that these

considerations did not change over time from pre- to post-contact.

Nearest-neighbour analysis indicates the presence of clusters of sites of varying

size in each ofthe data sels. In each data set an initial trend towards clustering at lower

orders ofnearest neighbour reverses itselfto regularity of spacing at the highest orders of

nearest neighbour. The peaks in clustering occur at the third-, third- and second-order

nearest neighbours for the Archaeological, Ethnographic and Local Group data sets. This

corresponds to cluster sizes of four, four and three habitation sites respectively.

Measures ofspatial association between habitation sites and resources present a

complicated series of segregations and associations at different orders ofnearest

neighbour. Ethnographic sites tend to be closely associated wilh resource areas,

particularly f'ood resources, while archaeological sites and local group sites tend to be less

closely associated with these same resource areas.
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Chapter 6: Discussion and Interpretation

6. I Friction Surface Catchment Areas

Three groups of sites can be differentiated based on the composition oftheir

catchment areas. These groups are locationally-defined, corresponding to sites located on

the outer, intermediate, and inner coastline ofthe study area. In contrast to these

locational differences in catchment composition, the resource catchments ofthe

archaeological, ethnographic and 1ocal group sets ofhabitation sites are not statistically

different, nor are those ofthe sets oflarge, medium and small sites. The resource base in

the Toquaht region, then, is a function oflocation, and not size of site or period of

occupation In other words, large, medium and small-sized sites are distributed equally

and evenly over the coastline in all three ofthe data sets.

The implications ofthese findings are twofold. First, there is no difference in

terms of catchment area composition between sites known to have been used

archaeologically and sites known to have been used during ethnographic, i.e. post-

contact, times. There is no preference for placing large archaeological sites on the outer

coast nor small ethnographic sites on the inner coast. Consequently, on the basis of

catchment area composition, there is no good evidence for major changes in settlement

pattern at the precontactipostcontact transition, at least in the absence of fìner-grained

data on site contemporaneity. Second, since virtually all the resources available in the

study area seem to be exploited in the time period represented by each data set, it seems

reasonable to infer that the settlement pattern present was one that exploited all potential

niches within Toquaht traditional lands.
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It is therefore impossible to say from catchment data alone what changes in

settlement pattern, if any, took place during the transition lrom pre- to post-contact times

in Barkley Sound. It is similarly impossible to state with any certainty how long the

seasonal movement pattern of settlement has been in use by the Toquaht.

6.2 Spatial Anal)¡tical Techniques

6.2. i Viewsheds

The only two groups of viewshed data that differ significantly enough to warrant

consideration are the viewed a¡eas ofthe archaeological and ethnographic site groups,

which differ at the P<0.1 level. At the same time, the large standard deviations (1o :

549to to'77Yo ofthe mean) signifl, that the average archaeological and ethnographic

viewed areas are well within one standard deviation of each other. On the basis ofthese

large standard deviations and the lack of substantial numbers of intervisíble sites which

could be compared between data sets, it is diffìcult to extend these findings into a strong

conclusions regarding changes, or lack thereof, in viewed area between time periods. At

most, it may be reasonable to suggest that the presence of sites on offshore islands in the

archaeological data set that are not present in the ethnographic data set may be the cause

ofthe difference in mean viewed area. At least some ofthese sites look across the Sound

towards the Broken Group Islands, and these serve to increase the mean viewed area for

the archaeological data set.

The lack of substantial site intervisibility in itself may provide insight into site

selection by local groups living within the study area. Since in general sites do not look

towards any oftheir neighbours, or since these lines of sight are typically blocked by
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headlands and islands, it can be argued that some notion ofprivacy or concealment from

observation may be conditioning site selection. This possible emphasis on site privacy is

particularly interesting in light ofthe presence oflookout and defensive sites in the study

area, whicb also are not generally able to see neighbouring habitation sites or be seen by

them.

Based on these results, interpretations such as Maschner's (1996), in which earlier

period sites were selected for shelter and later period sites were selected for maximum

defensibility, cannot be made for the Toquaht region. The overall implication is that

settlement pattern, at least in the manner in which it conditions and is conditioned by

considerations of visibility, does not appear to have changed through time in the Toquaht

region.

6.2.2 Nearest Neighbours

There is an overall trend running from cluslering at lower-order nearest-

neighbours towards regularity of spacing at successively higher-order nearest neighbours.

This trend is represented to varying degrees in all th¡ee sets ofhabitation sites. Among

the archaeological sites, three clusters are present, each ofthem containing four sites,

while among the ethnographic sites two clusters are present, Iargely due to the

abandonment of sites on the Stopper Islands. The local group data set contains the same

two clusters as the ethnographic set but with fewer members.

This change in number ofclusters from archaeological to ethnographic times

implies a change in settlement pattern fiom pre- to post-contact times, characterized

mainly by the lack of sites on the Stopper Islands. The exact rçason for this abandonment
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is not clear, especially since the shellfish beds ofthe Stopper Islands seem to continue to

be used in ethnographic times by the residents of Macoah (G. Monks, pers. comm.) In

an overall climate of sporadic warfare, and with the presence ofthe expanding Tseshaht

to the east, it is possible that the habitation sites in the Stopper Islands became too

susceptible to attack during the ethnographic period. They could be abandoned in favour

of resource-gathering "day trips" from the mainland due to their close proximity to major

habitation sites such as Macoah.

The sudden shift from clustering towards regularity at the highest order ofnearest

neighbour is caused by large numbers of sites having the same site(s) as their higher

order nearest neighbours. These data are presented in Section 5.3, Table 5.3.1 . Past

these sites, the pattern ofthe inter-site network ofdistances "opens up", changing from a

simple line to a true network of interconnections. This pattern may provide some

evidence for the historical impoftance of the village sites of Macoah (DfSi 5) and

Ch'uumat'a (DfSi 4)

The true size of Macoah (DfSi 5) is obscured by the presence of modern houses

and roads. It could measure in the vicinity of 30 000m2 according to the map published

by McMillan and St. Claire (1993:84 map). This would make it both the largest site, in

spatial extent, within Toquaht territory, potentially the largest site in Barkley Sound, and

would make it substantially larger than Yuquot in Nootka Sound (McMillan 1999:130).

In ethnographic times Macoah was a very important site for the Toquaht that included a

defensive palisade (Sapir & Swadesh 1978b 43'7) It also has been referred to by

ínformants as "a sort of headquarters for all the creeks around" (St. Claire 1991:1ó3).
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Ch'uumat'a is a much smaller site (roughly 8400m) but one with an occupation

history spanning the past 4000 years. It is one of only two published sites (with Yuquot)

and one ofonly th¡ee in the Nuu-chah-nulth area to have deposits ofthis age present

(McMillan 1999.71; G. Monks pers comm.). Macoah, in contrast, has an initial date of

roughly 20008P, and large-scale occupation seems to have come late in the pre-contact

period, circa 600 BP (McMillan 1999 66,"14).

Each site is situated close to an endpoint ofwhat is an otherwise relatively straight

coastline (Fig.5.3.2). The presence of sites at the endpoints ofthis straight section means

that numerous direct site-to-site travel routes from these sites to points outside the

straight coastline are possible. It is suggested that their unique location within the study

area may be the reason for the importance of DfSi 4 and DfSi 5 both archaeologically and

historically. Any travel along the coastline would have either to pass close by these two

sites or take a large detour specifically for the purpose of avoiding them. The length of

the detour required to bypass a site located at a bend in a stretch ofcoastline is

substantially larger than the detour required to avoid a site along a linear coastline

Inspection ofthe map of archaeological sites reveals that the third major site in

the Toquaht region, T'ukw'aa (DlSj 23), is also located at a bend in the coast. In

T'ukw'aa's case this location is the point where travel routes from Ucluelet A¡m and

further north on the outer coast will have to pass by prior to entering Barkley Sound.

Here, the importance ofthe site to the Toquaht may lie in its strategic position to control

access to Barkley Sound fiom the north, rather than its potential to control movements

within the northwest region ofthe Sound,
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It is perhaps impossible to infer whether these three sites were selected for their

strategic value intentionally or whether this strategic value merely enhanced the site's

usefulness, thus causing large villages to develop. Whether strategic value influenced

site location or site location benefited Íiom strategic location is, in effect, a "chicken and

egg" question, one that analysis of site pattern cannot answer until there is better

knowledge ofchronology and a better knowledge ofpopulation movements in the past.

6.2.3 Spatial Assoqiation

Results from the tests of spatial association are more elaborate and complex than

those ÍÌom the other measures above, and so their interpretation is correspondingly more

tentative.

Ethnographic sites tend to be located near resources, especially frshing resourcesJ

at the first nearest neighbour. However, they are segregated from shellfish harvesting

areas. The inference is that ethnographic sites are located to place them in close

proximity to resource areas, particularly food resources, and especially seasonally-

available foods such as salmon and herring.

Archaeological sites seem have a more complex relationsh.ip with resource areas.

They tend to be segregated from flo¡al resources, implying that proximity to them was

not conside¡ed important in choosing a habitation site. Perhaps the known location of

floral resources made obtaining them a simpler and more reliable exercise than hunting or

fishing. Travel time to floral resources then would be a lesser consideration, especially if

large quantities ofthem could be quickly and reliably obtained.
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The tendency towards spatial association observed between archaeological sites

and fishing and shellfìsh harvesting locations at higher orders olNN imply that while

some proximity to these resources was desireable, locating one's village directly next to a

resource area was again not considered necessary It can be inferred that salmon

resources were slightly more important than shelllish by their higher order ofcorrelation,

that is, third instead offourth.

The results fìom calculating Pielou's coefficient of segregation are very similar to

those for Fisher's exact test. Here again the ethnographic sites show varying strengths of

signifìcant association, particularly with food rssources. Conversely, there is a

segregation ftom shellfish resources. The implication again is that ethnographic site

decisions were strongly influenced by a desire to be located directly on, or very near,

resource locations and to be located nearer those resource areas than to neighbouring

habitation sites. Judging by strength ofassociation, food in general, fishing in particular,

and especially salmon resources, were the preferred resource areas to be living beside.

The archaeological sites are again more varied in theìr associations, with strong

segregation from lloral and tree resource areas, and segregation in second order nearest

neighbours from trees, shellfish and fishing areas. Associations exist between

archaeological sites and fishing locations at the third nearest neighbour, and between sites

and shellfish loc,ations at the fourth nearest neighbour, mirroring the Fisher's lest results.

The dilTerences between the archaeological and ethnographic data sets are

interpreted as representing a shift in settlement to place sites in closer proximity to

resource locations during post-contact times. ln the archaeological data, there is a

distinct tendency for habitation sites to be segregated from resources. The overall
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implication for the archaeological settlement pattern is that proximity to resources was

not an important consideration in selecting síte locations. This type ofpattern might be

expected in a situation where habitation sites were used as base camps from which people

traveled to a variety of local resource areas to extract the resources and return them to the

habitation site Site location would be conditioned either by non-resource factors such as

shelter or defensibility, or the presence ofa generalized availability ofresources to a

central place Mobility of settlement is not likely because mobile settlements would be

more efficient iflocated close to particular resources so as to reduce the travel time ofthe

resource collectors.

The difference in degree and kind ofassociation observed between the sets of

archaeological and ethnographic habitation sites can be seen as a real increase in the

proportion of habitation sites that have resource locations as their n-th nearest neighbour

in ethnographic times. There is also a corresponding decrease in the proportion of

habitation sites that have other habitation sites as their n-th nearest neighbour. Assuming

as this study does that resource extraction locations have been stable over the time IÌame

of the study, a homogenization of settlement spacing may be taking place. Sites in the

ethnographic period are spread more evenly over the coastline than those ofthe

archaeological period, thus reducing the proportion that have other habitation sites as a

nearest neighbour.

This "homogenization" can be traced to the apparent abandonment of some sites

around the Toquart River and the Stopper and George Fraser Islands during the transition

from archaeological to ethnographic times. Ethnographic informants make menlion of

one village site at the mouth ofthe Toquart River, while archaeological survey has found
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traces ofthree habitation sites of unknown ages. In the George Fraser Islands two

archaeological middens were found and subsequently excavated, but only one is known

to have been used ethnographically. Finally, the ethnographic sites include a fishing

camp at the head ofPipestem Inlet, but no sites in the Stopper lslands

The selection ofthe ethnographic set of sites for habitation indicates a shift from a

settlement pattern governed by non-resource-based factors, to one where resource

availability is ofgreater importance. One way in which resources could increase in

importance in governing site selection is ifthe people using the resources are moving

seasonally. Seasonal movement between sites in order to extract resources would make

living directly at the resource exlraction point a more attractive option, because this

would minimize the extra effort required to extract the resource in question. Simply put,

if one is going to move all one's possessions several times a year, it is more ellicient to

move to exactly where one needs to be each season, rather than move and then make

numerous resource extraction trips. This shift is interpreted as a pattern of seasonal

movement rather than localized sedentism. This claim is made on the basis of the main

associations being between habitation sites and seasonally available fishing resources,

rather than food resources available year-round, such as shellfish. Shellfish, in the

ethnographic period, are segregated fiom habitation sites, placing them relatively more

distant than in the archaeological period. This contrasts with Haggarty's findings for

Hesquiat Harbour, where use oflocal resources in later archaeological times was

interpreted as increased sedentism with social circumscription. Under Haggarty's model

we would expect association between habitation sites and a number offood resources,
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indicating that habitation sites were being selected to offer a range ofresources, rather

than a few seasonally-available ones.

The Toquart fuver and Stopper Island sites, lying in close proximity to one

another, show up as increased clustering of sites with respect to one another in the

archaeological data set. While the reasons for the abandonment of some ofthese sites are

unclear, it is possible that population loss during the contact period made it unnecessary

to occupy multiple sites on lhe Toquart River during the salmon runs, because the

reduced Toquaht population may have been able to reside in one location.

6.3 Models of Toquaht Settlement Pattern

The most nolable changes in Toquaht settlement pattern lìom archaeological to

ethnographic times are the apparent abandonment ofthe habitation and defensive sites in

the Stopper Islands, the increased emphasis on living in close proximity to food

resources, and the associated change from three clusters of sites to two clusters of sites.

In the case ofthe Stopper Islands, this does not mean that the islands were unused, as

ethnographic informants note the continued presence offood resources, particularly

shellfìsh resources, on and around the islands. During the period covered by infbrmants'

information, it may be that these islands were the location ofvery minor harvesting

camps resulting Íìom overnight tríps to the islands to bring back shellfish and perhaps

make use offish traps.

The lests applied to the sets of habitation sites and resource locations are split in

their results with respect to the models outlined in Section 4 3. The lack of change in

resource coverage and viewsheds between the tfuee sets of habitation sites is evidence in
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favour of Dewhirst's model ofcultural continuity from archaeological through to

ethnographic times. At the same time, different sites are occupied in each ofthe th¡ee

data sets, and their degree ofassociation both with each other and with resource

extraction locations does change. In particular, the closer association of habitation sites

to food resources may be taken as evidence for the emergence ofa seasonal pattern of

movement, in the interests of minimizing energy expenditure in gathering seasonally

abundant resources for storage. This would favour Inglis and Haggarty's model ofsocial

upheaval brought on by European contact.

The Local Group set ofhabitation sites does not seem to have much predictive

strength It was intended to approximate a late precontact settlement pattern, and perhaps

give insight into what a sedentary pattern oflarge villages would look like in the study

area. The Local Group pattern appears at times to resemble the archaeological pattern, at

others the ethnographic. The reason for thís ambiguity may be traced to this data set's

origin in the place-name studies conducted by St. Claire. With informants increasingly

far removed from memories of pre-contact times, the ambiguity observed here may

reveal the limitations of ethnographic nanatives when extended into the past.

Alternatively, if the Local Group data set does accurately reflect a transitional period

between the deep archaeological past and the ethnographic present, it might reasonably

show some characteristics ofeach period

Because of this ambiguity, it is difficult to assess the validity of Haggarty's

Hesquiat Harbour model for the Toquaht region. The Local Group set of habitation sites

does not provide suflcient evidence to say for certain whether there exísts a late

precontact change in settlement in fàvour of small sedentary habitation sites making use
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of exclusively local resources. Similarly, ìt is difficult to assess whether Marshall's

pattern of small, Iocal, sedentary sites for some ofthe territories ofthe Ucluelet and

Tseshaht is a good characterization ofthe situation in the adjoining Toquaht region

The shift to the ethnographic pattern of two site clusters, one on the outer coast

and the other around the Toquart River, as well as the closer association and correlation

between sites and resource areas, could be a result of amalgamation ofthe various local

groups into the Toquaht, and the attendant development or adoption ofthe "traditional"

seasonal round ofmovement between habitation sites to take advantage of all the

resources enjoyed by the formerly-independent local groups. This is the pattern of

economic change that is claimed to have followed early nineteenth-century

amalgamations in other regions ofBarkley Sound, and there is reason to suspect that a

similar system could have developed a century earlier, prior to European contact.

The following changes in settlement pattern and social landscape are thought to

have occurred between archaeological to ethnographic times.

Table 6.3: Toouaht and settlement
Archaeological (pre-contact, pre-
amalgamafion)

Ethnographic (post-contact, post-
amalgamation)

Three regions (inside, outside,
intermediate)

Two regions (inside, outside)

High population density Lowered population density (depopulated
from conflict, disease)

Sedentarv local groups Se¿sonally mobile group

YearJong use of local resources Movement to exoloit seasnnal resources

Lack of strong direct association of sites

with resources
Close association ofhabitation sites with
resources (eso. fishins)

Indeoendent local srouo orsanization? Sinsle amal s¡m¡ted nolitv orç anlz.atton
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Chapter 7 . Conclusions

The principal questions which were to be addressed by this thesis are:

L To what extent does spatial analysis provide a useful description ofNuu-chah-nulth
spatial behaviour?
2. Do Nuu-chah-nulth settlement patterns change over time?
3. If there is change in settlement pattern, what shifts occurred and what is the antiquity
of each pattern?

7. 1 Conclusions

The diffrculty in interpreting settlement pattern changes in Toquaht territory lies

in accurately placing the various events separating the full archaeological and full

ethnographlc settlement patterns. There is good evidence for a shift liom one to the

other, but the specific order oflocal group amalgamations, increased mobility, European

contact, depopulation from warfare, depopulation from disease, and shifts in site usage

cannot be determined on the basis of examining the two settlement patterns. Because of

these limitations, spatial analysis alone cannot provide a complete picture ofToquaht

spatial behaviour This does not, however, doom the techniques of spatial analysis to

uselessness, because they do provide new information that can be used in conjunction

with other lines of inquiry to evalute changes in land and resourse uses through time.

Settlement patterns on the West Coast seem to have undergone changes tkough

time, and these changes were not evenly distributed and common to the entire region.

Local situations either caused or permitted both the formation and breakup oflarger

political structures, and the disruptions brought on by European contact merely

intensified these changes rather than necessarily causing them to begin. In the case ofthe

Toquaht it would seem that the ethnographically-derived claims to an amalgamation

predating European contact are likely coruect. This is based on the presence ofevidence
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suppo¡ting both stability in settlement pattern and also the presence of certain changes to

that pattern, between pre- and postcontact (archaeological and ethnographic) times.

The Toquaht situation falls somewhere between that ofthe Nootka Sound groups

and that ofthe Tseshaht or Ucluelet ofBarkley Sound. Where the Nootka Sound groups

seem to have formed a large, multigenerationally-stable polity as many as several

hundred years prior to European contact, the ancestors ofthe present-day Tseshaht and

Ucluelet bands were still living in small, stable local groups at the time of European

contact. The Toquaht, in contrast to these other groups, seem to have amalgamated some

time before European contact, or to have been in the final stages ofdoing so. This early

but not earliest amalgamation may have permitted the Toquaht to dominate their

neighbours in Ucluelet A¡m until the vagaries ofdisease and war ultimately reduced their

numbers to such a point that they became one among the many newly-amalgamated

groups living in Barkley Sound and Alberni Inlet.

It appears that the late pre-contact amalgamation oflocal groups to become the

Toquaht caused a subtle shift in settlement pattern and that this pattern persisted into the

post-contact period. This shift in settlement pattern was linked to the need to exploit

seasonal resources within the Toquaht region, at first perhaps to feed the large

amalgamated population, and later perhaps to maintain claims to those seasonal resources

despite a decline in population due to conflict and disease. The precise timing ofthe

amalgamation event is difficult to assess in the absence of more detailed and extensive

chronological information about span of occupation of individual sites, but may have

taken place in the mid- to late-eighteenth century.
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The shift in settlement pattern represents a shift in group practice. It also implies

a potential change in group habints which was intensified by contact with Europeans

The short length ofthe ethnographic period, and especially the shon length ofthe

maritime fur trade, means that while more malleable aspects such as group practice may

have changed, the underlfng åabitus may show less, or even no change in that span of

time. The ethnographic period, including lhe period of intense intergroup conflict in

Barkley Sound, would then represent attempts to reconcile a new situation (new wealth,

depopulation, heightened conflict) within a group habittts which was increasingly ill-

adapted to the situation at hand. The ultimate result, which is beyond the scope ofthis

study, would be a renegotiation of group habitus to fully accommodate these stresses.

7.2 Suggestions for Improvements

The first, and most obvious, problem with the data set is its limited chronological

control. Since only three sites have radiocarbon dates associated with them, the vast

majority of habitation sites in the study area are only ofindeterminate age. In some

instances, relative age of sites was possible to infer by the presence and amount of

overburden and erosion. However, this determination was tentative at best and was

confined to the sites at the mouth ofthe Toquart River. These sites may have been

occupied sequentially. In any case, with no means of relating this relative chronology

back to the radiocarbon-dated sites, there was no means of establishing contemporaneity.

As a result, this study was forced to make use of a monolithic pre-contact

"archaeological" data set. An attempt to get at pre-amalgamation settlement pattem was

made on the basis of ethnographic informants' claims about the locations oflocal groups'
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principal residences; however, the chronological depth and applicability to the remote

past ofthis settlement pattern is open to debate.

A second improvement that could be made over the present study would be to

more carefully select a data set with which to work The Toquaht data's main strength

lies in its level of completeness, which is almost unheard-ofin Northwest Coast

archaeology. At the same time, the data is spatially limited to one section ofBarkley

Sound, which prevents direct comparisons with neighbouring groups such as the Ucluelet

and Tseshaht. A substantial improvement in the quality ofthe results obtained would

come from considering events in the wider political climate of Barkley Sound and

Alberni Inlet.

The methodology of this study is basically sound. It was not possible to predict in

advance what anal¡ic techniques would bear fruit, and so a wide range of analyses were

attempted. In terms of data types, a database of possible site localions could have been

developed, making use of information about the presence and composition of shorelines.

A model ofareas suitable for village construction could have been compared to the

known distributrons of sites to evaluate what proportion ofavailable habitable area was

used in different time periods.

Finally, a more thorough and lengthy study would have to consider not oniy

settlement pattern, but other archaeologically-known sources of information. These

would include seasonality of site use based on faunal evidence, evidence for changing

political affiliation, the negotiation of group roles tkough the use of material cu{ture, and

the potential effect of population movements through the region. This is especially true if

the Toquaht are revealed to be ancestral to all the other Barkley Sound groups.
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7.3 Recommendations for Further Research

Archaeological studies of the Nuu-chah-nulth have in the past focused on teasing

out the regional patterns present in a single sound along the coast ofVancouver Island

and suggesting their application to the entire Nuu-chah-nulth area. On the basis ofboth

this study and past work, it would seem that future studies should aim to determine

patterns of settlement at a multitude of scales, from overall trends covering the entire

Nuu-chah-nulth area over large expanses of time, to minor regional occurrences that may

be spatially and temporally limited. In this, it is the fine-grained analysis which is key,

because the major pattern ofNuu-chah-nulth settlement and the changes brought about by

European contact are coming to be better known. What remains is to evaluate how the

population ofeach Sound responded differently or similarly through time, both pre- and

postcontact, to the problems of making a living, finding shelter, and dealing with

neighbours In light of this recommendation, studies attempting to replicate and veri|/

the results obtained by Marshall and Mackie would be of interest. In Marshall's case this

could take the form ofan extension ofher analysis of site structure to cover larger areas

ofthe coast, to examine whether her three generalized settlement patterns have wider

applicability than to the areas studied. In Mackie's case, this could involve examining in

more detail whether his Location/Allocation nodes have a corresponding importance

within the archaeological record, beyond the considerations of site size which Mackie

employed as a proxy for site importance.

It is perhaps taking the easy way out for an archaeological study to recommend

further excavaTion and suwey work as the solution for the unanswered questions it poses.
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However, archaeological research in Nuu-chah-nulth territory has until comparatively

recently been neglected. The particular nature ofthe region, with each Sound following

its own trajectory of polity growth and decline, and its own responses to the pressures of

accommodating European presence, requires the attention ofa research project covering

the region as a whole.

The timing ofthe amalgamation movement that brought about the exjstence ofthe

present-day Toquaht presents an interesting opportunity to archaeologists. It is not clear

exactly what prompted Nuu-chah-nulth local groups to amalgamate and f'orm larger

polities in the archaeological past, although the forces and pressures that brought about

amalgamation during ethnographic times are relatively well-documented. The Toquaht

therefore represent the possibility ofbridging that gap in explanation. lf further

excavation with a goal to elucidate frner-grained sequences of site occupation in Toquaht

territory succeed in teasing out successive sequences of occupalion documenting the

process of amalgamatíon in detail, it may be possible to shed more light on the pressures

that led to the formation ofother large-scale polities among the precontact Nuu-chah-

nulth.
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